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Introduction
The SFR-1 is a multifunctional module and combines the functions of the sound
module USM-RC-2 and the speed controller UFR-1230. It comes with a large light
control unit, three servo outputs and an infrared port for the light module SM-IR-16-2,
to forward light signals to a trailer.
The SFR-1 is suitable for all types of RC standard transmitter. With the various
setting options the SFR-1 can be easily adjusted to nearly all model requirements
and driving behaviours. For an easy start we have more than 170 ready to use sound
projects and 700 sound files for various types of models. Of course, own recordings
can be used, as well.
Sound functions:
For an authentic sound of the model, sounds can be selected for following areas:




Driving and engine sounds (speed-dependent)
Additional sounds (e.g. horns, hydraulic and compressed air noises)
Random sounds (e.g. squeaking, animal and ambient sounds)

Driving functions:
Brushed and bell-armature motors (DC) can be controlled smooth and realistic with
the SFR-1. An ideal driving behavior can be achieved through a variety of settings.
The speed controller on the SFR-1 has following characteristics:







Cruise control functions
Different brake functions (with hand- and emergency brake)
Adjustable load regulation
Adjustable mass inertia
Steering inertia (with adjustable steering ankle limits)
Adjustment of throttle curve for different driving behaviours

Light functions:
To realize different light effects, the SFR-1 has 16 switching outputs to connect
LEDs, lamps and other consumers. Light functions, such as low beam, rear light,
brake light, indicator lights, warning lights, flickering lights, etc. can be easily
implemented and controlled.
All light functions can be activated or deactivated automatically with sounds and
movements.
Servo movements:
With two additional servo outputs, movements can be synchronised to the played
sound.
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Safety notes









Please read this operating manual carefully and keep it for future use!
The integrated circuits on the sound module are sensitive to electrostatic
charge. Therefore it is important that you don’t touch these components,
before discharging yourself (e.g. through a grip onto a grounded device).
Under certain circumstances unfavourable placement and wiring of the sound
module in the model may lead to restriction of transmitter range (mainly with
35/40 MHz transmitter).
The sound module should only be used with supply voltages that are given in
the technical data.
Always switch off power first before connecting the module!
The sound module is not suitable for children under 14 years.

Additional information and help
You have problems with your sound module and need additional information?
No worries, we are here to help you!
BEIER-Electronic forum
Check out our BEIER-Electronic forum on our website.This is the most appropriate
place to get quick and competent assistance. In our forum you can ask questions and
receive practically proven answers from us and from other forum user. Through an
intensive exchange of expertise and experience, all forum users can benefit from the
information, presented solutions and ideas. Maybe your question / problem has
already been described and you can find immediately the solution (e.g. in the FAQ).
BEIER-Electronic on facebook
Also visit us on facebook. You can find news and additional information about our
products there. Customers of us also founded a facebook group, where you can
present your project and get help, just like in our forum.
YouTube tutorials
If you have questions about basic functions of the sound module SFR-1, please
watch our YouTube video tutorials with English subtitles. In these videos we explain
for example how to connect the sound module and how to program and control
different functions.
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Technische Daten
Supply Voltage (Ub):
Power consumption:

Motor current:
BEC voltage:
BEC current:
Proportional inputs:

Servo outputs:
Switching outputs:

Audio amplifier:
Recommended loudspeaker:
Volume setting:
Memory for sound files:
May. length of sound:
Supported file format:
Sound output:
Number of possible sounds:

Random sound generator:
Additional ports:

6

6 – 18 V DC
Bias current: approx. 1 mA
Standby current (sound, motor and outputs off):
approx. 80 mA
Max. 30 A continuous current,
60 A short-term current (1 minute)
approx. 5,6 V
max. 3 A continuous current, 5 A short term (10
seconds)
6 inputs
Supported protocols:
 PPM / PCM (1,000 - 2,000 ms)
 Sum signal S-Bus (max. 16 channels)
 Sum signal SUMD (max. 16 channels)
 Nautic / Multiswitch / Multikanal / EMS
3 outputs (1,000 - 2,000 ms)
16 outputs (npn – open collector),
max. 1,5 A each output, the total current of all
outputs is not allowed to exceed 3,0A
20 W (mono)
4–8
With extra poti (100 k) and/or by the radio
Micro SD card (1 to 32 GB)
approx. 180 minutes per 1 GB
WAV-Format, 8/16 Bit, Mono/Stereo, 22/44 kHz
16 Bit, Mono, 44 kHz
 5 running steps/gears (internally in up to 255
steps accelerated)
 8 change sounds between the running
steps/gears
 Turn on noise, turn off noise, starting noise,
stopping noise, idling noise, brake noise,
reverse engine noise, curve squeal, flashing
lights sound
 30 additional sounds (for example via prop.channels)
 8 random sounds (random generator)
 30 tracks for WAV-Player
Times between 1 to 999s adjustable
 Programming interface for data cable
 Port for infrared diode of light module
SM-IR-16-2
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Protection features:

Cables for connection:

Permissible ambient
temperature:
Permissible relative air
humidity:
Dimensions:
Weight:
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Short circuit protection at motor output stage
Short circuit protection at switching outputs
Short circuit protection at BEC
Temperature monitoring
Battery voltage monitoring
Protection while switching on power supply
Failsafe for proportional inputs
For battery: 2 x 1,5 mm², length approx. 15
cm (with Deans T female connector)
 For Motor: 2 x 1,5 mm², length approx. 15
cm
 For receiver: servo patch 3 x 0,14 mm²,
length approx. 30 cm
0 – 60° C
Max. 85 %
80 x 47 x 23 mm
86 g
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Pin assignment

Connections at SFR-1:
X1/A+ Battery + / Akku + (6 – 18 V)
X1/A- Battery - / Akku X1/M+ Motor +
X1/M- Motor X2/1
X2/2
X2/3
X2/4
X2/5
X2/6

Proportional input #1 (throttel channel)
Proportional input #2 (steering channel)
Proportional input #3
Proportional input #4
Proportional input #5
Proportional input #6

X3
X4

Switching outputs 1 - 8
Switching outputs 9 - 16

X5/1
X5/2
X5/L
X5/I

Servo 1
Servo 2
Steering servo / l-servo
Connection for infrared diode of light module SM-IR-16-2

X7
X8
X9
X10
X11

Loudspeaker
Volume control with poti
Optionaler Schalter (Power aus / Standby)
Micro SD card
Port for data cable K-USB-2
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Switch for
set up

Power off
(optional)

Volume
100k

Loudspeaker
4 - 8 Ohm

Prop #3

Prop #4

Prop #5

Data cable
K-USB-2

Prop #6 (S-BUS, SUMD)

Micro
SD card

Servo

Servo

IR
transmitter diode

Prop #2 Steering

outputs
minus
switching

Servo

Steering
servo

Prop #1: throttle

+
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Servo
2
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1

white / black

grey

purple

blue

green

yellow

orange

red

braun

white / black

grey

purple

blue

green

yellow

orange

red

brown

Output 16

Output 15

Output 14

Output 13

Output 12

Output 11

Output 10

Output 9

Output 8

Output 7

Output 6

Output 5

Output 4

Output 3

Output 2

Output 1
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Installation
For a safe installation of the sound speed controller, we recommend to use Velcro
tape on the SFR-1 cover.
Pay attention not to connect components and conductor tracks with any metal parts!
This may cause a short circuit, which destroys the SFR-1!

Connection
Always switch off power before connecting the module!

Connection of supply voltage (battery)
The SFR-1 is suitable for 6 – 18 V DC. Choose a suitable battery for your motor.
In order to connect the power supply the red cable is connected to the positive pole
of the battery and the black cable to the negative pole of the battery.
For an easy connection, the speed controller is delivered with a Deans T-female
connector, which allows easy plugging and prevents accidental reverse polarity.
If the supply voltage is connected, the green LED on the module lights up.

Pay attention to a correct connection of the supply voltage poles! A wrong
connection destroys the speed controller immediately!!!

Connection of motor
The SFR-1 is suitable for all DC brushed and bell armature motors with a maximum
continuous current of up to 30 A. Up to one minute, a current peak of 60 A is
possible. With the following formula you can easily calculate the required values:
Current (A) = Power (W) / Voltage (V).
The yellow cable is used to connect the positive pole of a motor. The blue cable is
connected to the negative pole of the motor.
In case the driving direction is wrong (forward and backward are opposite), you can
change the connection cables of the motor or you can invert the driving direction in
your Sound-Teacher, see page 54.
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If you want to disconnect the supply voltage of the SFR-1 from the battery,
always disconnect the positive lead of the battery first (or plus and minus at
the same time)! Never disconnect the negative lead first (or only)!

In case of poor or no interference suppression motors can be strong sources of
interference, which may interfere with the electronics of the SFR-1, especially the
sound output (whistling, buzzing in the speaker. Therefore motors should be
suppressed! With a 2.4 Ghz transmission and a
current motor, which is usually already
suppressed, disturbances are rare.
If you have problems with interferences, the
motor can be additionally suppressed with three
capacitors, as shown in the figure. The C1
capacitors are connected to the motor housing.
Connection of proportional inputs
To proportional inputs X2/1 - X2/6 up to 6 proportional channels can be connected to
the receiver. To proportional channels #1 and #2 there are already servo cabeles
soldered. For connecting the pin headers servo patch cables (15 and 30 cm) can be
ordered in our online shop.
Throttle channel X1 must be connected to the receiver in order to control the pace of
the speed contoller.
Steering channel X2 needs to be connected in case one of the folllowing functions
should be used:
 Activation of indicator lights by steering
 Automatic flashing of indicator lights while steering
 Steering inertia and steering angle limitation
 Transmission of steering signals to light module SM-IR-16-2 via infrared
The servo patch cables must be connected to the SFR-1 with the orange cable
pointing to the center of the board (down) and the brown cable to the edge (up).

19.04.2018
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Functions of the proportional channels:
Prop
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

Model with one motor
Throttle channel / speed information
Steering
Free function assignment / EKMFA /Nautic 1
Free function assignment / Nautic 2
Free function assignment
Free function assignment /
Sum signals S-BUS oder SUMD

The channel numbers of the SFR-1 have nothing to do with the channel numbers of
your receiver. You do not have to connect channel #1 of the receiver with channel #1
of the SFR-1. If the joystick (to accelerate your model) is for example at channel #3
of the receiver, you have to connect channel #3 of the receiver with channel #1 of the
SFR-1.
BEC – receiver supply voltage
The SFR-1 has its own BEC supply voltage of 5,6 V an additional receiver battery is
not required. The maximum continuous BEC current is 3 A. A current of 5 A is
possible for a maximum of 10 seconds.
In case the BEC voltage of the SFR-1should not be used, the red cable from all servo
cables from proportional channels #1 - #6 must be disconnected!
Connection of loudspeaker
The loudspeaker ist connected to X7 at the SFR-1.
The red cable is connected to the positive and the black to the negative pole of the
loudspeaker.
The supplied loudspeaker connection cables should not be extended to prevent
interference of the receiver (especially with FM systems)! The loudspeaker cables
should be installed with a maximum of distance to receiver and antenna.
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Connection of switching-outputs
The outputs 1 -16 of the module are located at the pin connectors X3 and X4.
The supplied ribbon cable can be used to connect the outputs. For easier connection,
the terminals AKL-8 and AKL-8-W can be ordered from our shop.
Of course other cables/plugs with a cross section of 0,14 mm² - 0,5 mm² can be
connected as well.
The SFR-1 is always switching the negative pole to each output and thus to the
connected load. The positive pole is always connected permanently to the load (see
wiring diagram).
The common positive pole for outputs 1 – 8 and 9 -16 are the clack and white cables.
It is also possible to connect the load directly to the positive pole of the battery.
Ribon cable assignment:
Output
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
+

Ribbon cable (X3)
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Lila
Grey
White
Black

Output
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
+
+

Ribbon cable (X4)
Brown
Red
Orange
Yellow
Green
Blue
Lila
Grey
White
Black

The switched voltage at the outputs (with 100% intensity) is always as high, as the
supply voltage of the SFR-1. For example if the module is supplied with 12V, only
lamps with 12V should be connected.

19.04.2018
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If you want to connect LEDs, series resistors are always required. Furthermore,
attention must be paid to the correct polarity of the LED. The series resistors for the
LED’s are depended on the supply voltage, the LED-color and the LED-current.
The table below shows the resistance values required for standard LEDs (approx. 15
mA current):
Supply voltage
6V
7,2 V
8,4 V
9,6 V
12 V

Series resistors
270 Ohm
330 Ohm
470 Ohm
510 Ohm
680 Ohm

In the internet you will find various pages to calculate the necessay resitor value.
If multiple LEDs are connected to one output (e.g. front and rear direction indicators),
it is always better to use separate resistors than to connect the LEDs in series.
Connection of data cable K-USB-2 (X6/2)
The data cable K-USB-2 is connected to X11. The brown cable points to the SD card.
The speed controller is not powered by the data cable. For using the data cable, the
SFR-1 must be supplied with power via the battery as normal.
Connection of an optional "main switch"
An optional switch can be connected to slot X9 to switch the complete module to a
standby mode. If the switch is closed at X9, the BEC voltage is switched off and the
processor of the SFR-1 goes to standby.
The current consumption of the module drops to a current of about 1 mA. This allows
to stay on standby for several hours without noticeably draining the battery. However,
if the model is not for several days, the battery should be disconnected completely.
If no switch is connected to X9 or the switch is not closed, the SFR-1 will operate
normally.
At the main switch there is only a small spreader current of a few μA and not the
complete current of the module. Consequently, a much smaller "main switch" can be
installed.
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General remarks for wiring
Always use cables with a core diameter of at least 1,5 mm² for connecting the power
supply and the motor. For all other connections, such as lights you can use smaller
cables such as 0.25 mm².
Unfortunately motors are often strong interference sources, which could disturb other
electronic modules in your model. Therefore all motors should be absolutely
interference-suppressed!
It is important to pay attention to „clean" wire routing. Always use short wires and
avoid any unnecessary loops. The supply voltage wires of the speed controller
should be connected to the driving-battery as direct as possible.

19.04.2018
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Setup (teaching function)
With the teaching function important parameters can be synchronised between the
radio and the SFR-1.
During the setup, the neutral positions of all connected channels are read in and
adapted to the encoder positions. For this it is absolutely necessary that all stick or
switch positions are neutral at the radio.
The SFR-1 is delivered with following standard setting: neutral position (1,5 ms),
minimal position (1,0 ms) and maximal position (2,0 ms).
We recommend to „teach“ the SFR-1 with the radio at least once. The motor is not
used during the setup.
The setup can be started with the blue setup button on the SFR-1 board, with the
data cable K-USB-2 and with the function „start setup“ (propoportional channel or
nautic/multiswitch).
1. Connect throttle channel, steering channel and all other proportional channels
you want to use to your receiver.
2. All channels must be in neutral position. Turn on receiver and SFR-1.
3. Activate the setup, for example with the blue button on the SFR-1 board, until
the green LED flashes fast. The blue LED flashes once.
4. With correct signals at the throttle channel (X2/1), all neutral positions are
saved. If the red LED is flashing, the SFR-1 can not detect a correct signal at
X2/1. Please check all connections and start the complete module again.
5. Press the throttle stick to full throttle for one or two seconds and return to
neutral position.
6. Wait until the blue LED flashes two times and lights permanently afterwards.
7. Within 10 seconds press the throttle stick down and give full throttle
backwards and return to neutral position. The blue LED flashes three times.
The green LED lights permanently afterwards.
8. The setup is completed.
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Loudspeaker
You can connect every loudspeaker to the SFR-1, which has an impedance of at
least 4 Ω and is designed for the respective maximal power. We recommend using
full range loudspeakers with 4 or 8 Ω. Higher impedances are also possible, but the
volume decreases with higher impedances.
The maximum power and thus the volume of the sound module, is also heavily
dependent on the height of the supply voltage.
To reach a perfect level of volume and sound quality, you have to install the
loudspeaker in a suitable resonant body (loudspeaker box). A loudspeaker, which lies
only on the table, never reaches an optimum sound quality.
At every amplifier heat arises through power dissipation. This heat must be
dissipated by a cooling element into the air. Always pay attention to a good air
circulation to prevent overheating. Especially at higher voltages (e.g. above 9,6V) it
might be neccessary to use active cooling of the SFR-1 with a little fan.
If the output power is still not enough for your application, it is possible to use a
speaker to RCA line level converter (high/low) mit galvanic separation (used in car
radios) and a small capacitor (10nF) at the input, in order to connect an additional
amplifier.

19.04.2018
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Volume control
A volume control is possible by an external potentiometer or by different functions
with the radio.
The external potentiometer (100kΩ) is connected to X8 (see wiring diagram, page
9).
If no potentiometer is connected, always the
maximum volume is used, which is configured
in the Sound-Teacher (10 – 100 %) at
Configuration  General  „Volume (%).
The volume can be steplessly controlled via
one proportional channel and the "Direct
volume control" setting. A slide switch or knob
on the remote control is recommended with this
function. The proportional channel can in this
case not be used to trigger other functions.
The volume at full throttle can be automatically increased with the setting “Increase
volume at full throttle”.
The volume can also be controlled by the remote control. The functions “Volume +“
and “Volume -“, must be configured in the Sound-Teacher e.g. to a proportional
channel or to a nautic/multiswitch.
General notes to volume
Please note that the sound files you transfer to the SFR-1 should have an optimal
modulation/volume. Common mistakes are far too quiet recordings that can not be
played properly.
The volume of each sound can be changed individually as well. You will find the
setting in your Sound-Teacher on the right side of each sound slot. Values between
10 and 300 % (in relation to the original wav-file) are possible.
If more than one option to control the volume are used at the same time, then the
lowest set volume always controls the maximum volume at the model.
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Sounds
All sounds are stored in the SFR-1 with our software SFR-1 Sound-Teacher, in so
called „slots".
You don’t have to use every slot. If you don’t want e.g. any starting-noise, just keep
the starting-noise slot free.
In both slots for “Idling noise“and “FG1“ (engine sound) you should place a sound,
otherwise no sound in standing and driving is played.
Here an overview, which sounds in which slots, can be stored:
Sound-Slots
Engine start sound coldstart / warmstart
Idle sound
Vehicle start sound (idling  drive)
Vehicle stop sound (drive  idling)
Engine stop sound
Engine sound FG1 - 5 (different types: slow down, normal and speed up)
Shift sounds between FG1 - FG5
Reverse engine sound
Brake sound
Cornering squeak
Indicator noise
Engine sound 2: Engine start/stop sound, idle sound, vehicle start/stop, engine
sound
Additional sounds 1 - 30
Sound from Servo 1 - 4 left/right
Sound from IR-Servo 1 - 2 left/right
Undervoltage sound
Overcurrent sound
Random sound 1 - 8
Tracks 1-30 for WAV-Player
Optionally, the engine sound for driving backward can be different from the sound
driving forward. You can put sounds in these slots, but you don’t have to. If the slot for
driving backward is empty, the sound module will play the normal engine sound. Using
slots for driving backward sounds only make sense if the sounds differ from driving
forwards.

19.04.2018
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Engine sound
The engine sound consists of several single<A[single|individual]> noises. Normally
there is an engine start noise, an idling noise, a driving noise and an engine stop
noise. This module also offers the possibility to imitate up to five different driving
sounds (for example for gears), up to eight change sounds between the driving
sounds (for example when you change the gears), a reverse engine sound, a break
noise and cornering squeak.
All engine sounds (therefore also the reverse driving- and brake noise) are played
only when the engine sound is switched on (see page 22).
Start engine noise (cold –and warmstart)
The start engine noise is played when the engine sound is switched on. After the
starting noise is played, the sound changes into the idle sound.
If the engine sound is switched on and the vehicle is already in motion, the starting
noise will skip and the module directly plays the engine noise.
As an option, two different engine start noises can be used. The engine coldstart
sound (e.g. the starting takes longer, until the engine runs smoothly) and the engine
start sound for a warmstart (engine starts immediately). Which starting sound is
played, depends on how long the engine was running before. This time can be
configured in the Sound-Teacher. (Configuration  Engine sound  Time for
warmstart).
If you don’t need two different engine start sounds, you can use one of the two slots
for your engine start sound. The sound module always plays the sound slot, which is
filled with a sound.
Idle sound
The idle sound is always played when the vehicle is in idle. The sound is played in an
endless loop. Therefore just a short sound (approx. 1-5s) is required for this sound
slot. In general the longer the sounds file, the better the quality of the idle noise.
Vehicle start sound
The starting sound is played uniquely when the vehicle sets off (idle  drive).
Vehicle stop sound
The stopping noise is played once as soon as the vehicle stops (drive  idle).
Engine stop sound
The engine stopping noise is played when the engine sound is switched off.
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Reversing sound
The reversing sound is played when the vehicle drives backward. This could be e.g.
the warning beeping of a truck. The reversing sound is mixed/added to the engine
sound.
Brake sound
The brake noise is played when the driving speed is reduced.
Cornering squeak
The sound for the cornering squeak is played, as soon as the model turns. The
threshold level is configured in the Sound-Teacher (Configuration  Engine sound 
Engine sound).
Indicator noises
The indicator sound is played when the vehicle signals. The indicator sound is
mixed/added to the engine sound.
Engine noise / Gears FG1 - FG5
The engine sound is always played in an endless loop as long as the model moves.
The playing speed depends on the driving speed of the vehicle. The SFR-1
recognizes how fast the vehicle moves, and plays the engine noise in the
corresponding speed. The relation between driving and sound speed can be set in
the driving sound diagram (see page 82).
You can also set with the Sound-Teacher how many different sounds should be used
for driving forward and backward. This could be for instance sounds for different
gears for a truck or you can choose different driving sounds for each driving speed
(e.g. slow, normal and fast).
Please keep in mind; the “gears” are just generated by the SFR-1 and not through a
mechanic gearshift. Yet it is not possible to activate the different sounds through an
engine control or a real gearshift.
For each driving sound FG1 – FG5 you can use three different settings (normal, slow
down and speed up). The latter options are just additional to generate a more
authentic sound but in most cases the “normal” sound is sufficient.
If you use the sound slot “slow down” and the model brakes, the driving sound
switches automatically from “FGx normal” to “FGx slow down”. The same happens
when the model accelerates and the sound slot “speed up” is used.
To divide the entire speed range into sections for up to five engine sounds/gears you
can use the engine sound diagram (see page 82).
Sounds for changing running steps / gears
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If you use more than one running step/gear for your driving sound you can also use
sounds to simulate the changing between the different running steps/gears. When
you change the running step/gear the changing noise will be played.
Furthermore you can differentiate between acceleration- and deceleration sounds
and therefore use for example different sounds for changing the gear from FG1 to
FG2 and another for switching from FG2 to FG1.
The changing sound will always be played once and completely when the running
step/gear is changed. For this reason the sound should be short (e.g. 1s). Otherwise,
it might occur for example that the model is already standing but the changing sound
is still played.
How to open sound files
In the folder “SFR-1 Sounds”, on the supplied DVD-ROM, you will find some
exemplary sounds for different vehicle types. In order to store a new sound on the
SFR-1, start the program “SFR-1 Sound-Teacher", open a *.sfr project file (Menue
“File”  Open project) in the respective folder and save the project files on the SDcard.
The USM-RC-2 sound projects are compatible with the SFR-1. To open a USM-RC-2
file you have to change the shown data type to „All files (*.*)“.
To make your model unique, individual and realistic all sounds can be edited and
compiled individually, for example with the software Audacity.
For an easy start we recommend to use one of the ready sound projects and adapt it
to your requirements step by step.

Turning on/off engine sound
The SFR-1 can only play an engine sound, if it has been switched on before.
There are different ways to switch on the engine sound:
Using a proportional channel (X2/3 - X2/6) to switch on engine sound:
If you have a joystick/slider/switch/rotary switch left, you can use it to switch the
engine sound on or off. Therefore the corresponding receiver ouput must be
connected to the corresponding proportional channel of the sound module with a
servo patch cable.
The proportional channel must be configured in the Sound-Teacher under
Configuration  Proportional channels  Function “Engine sound on/off“. If the
proportional channel is brought in this area (A –D), the engine sound is switched on
or off.
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Using nautic-mode on proportional channel #3 (X2/3) and #4 (X2/4) to switch on
engine sound:
If you have a nautic swich unit installed in your receiver, you can assign the function
“engine sound on/off" to a nautic switch (Configuration  Nautic/multiswitch) to turn
the engine sound on or off with the selected switch (see page 34 and Fehler!
Textmarke nicht definiert.).
Using EKMFA-mode on proportional channel #3 (X2/3) to switch on engine
sound:
With the One-channel multi-function selection (EKMFA) you can nearly control the
whole sound module with only one free channel of the transmitter. “Counting” (and
pressing the joystick a corresponding number of times) is used to determine, which
function is triggered. In the Sound-Teacher you can set up, how often the joystick
must be pressed, to turn on/off the engine sound (see page 33 and 64).
Turn on engine sound automatically by motion:
Is this option activated, the engine sound is switched on automatically, as soon as
you accelerate the first time (that means for example moving the joystick out of the
neutral position) (see page 58). The engine sound keeps switched on as long as you
are driving. If the model is stopped, the engine sound will be turned off after an
adjustable time (e.g. 10 seconds). If you start driving again, the sound will be
switched on again. This method has the advantage, that no additional channel (or
switch) in the transmitter are needed to activate the engine sound.

Engine sound 2
In addition to the actual engine/driving sound; a second speed-dependent sound can
also be played. However, this second engine sound does not offer as many sound
slots/options as the normal engine sound.
The engine sound 2 must not necessarily be an engine sound that is played while
"driving". Generally all speed adjustable sounds can be used for any kind of
movement. This can for example be a speed-dependent turret rotation of a tank or
the sound of a hydraulic pump in a construction vehicle.
Following sounds are available for the engine sound 2:
 Engine start sound 2
 Idle sound 2
 Motion start 2 sound
 Engine sound 2 (speed dependent)
 Motion stop 2 sound
 Engine stop 2 sound
The functions of engine sound 2 correspond in principle with those of the normal
engine sound (see page 20). Depending on type of movement, you do not have to
use all of these sound slots. For example, in case of a tank turret rotation, only the
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sounds for motion starting, driving, and motion stopping are necessary because there
are no idle and engine start/stop sounds when turning a tank turret.
The speed for engine sound 2, can be controlled with one of the 6 proportional
channels #1 - #6. Which channel, can be set in the Sound-Teacher (see page
Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.Fehler! Textmarke nicht
definiert.).
There are 2 options to activate/deactivate engine sound 2:
• by selecting the function "Engine Sound 2 on/off" for a position in “Configuration” “Proportional channels”, “Nautic 1”, Nautic 2”, or “EKMFA mode”
• by using the option "Turn on sound automatically by motion" in “Configuration” “Engine Sound 2”.
Furthermore, there is also the option when starting engine sound 2, to shut off the
normal engine sound automatically - and vice versa. Thus it is easy possible to
change between two different engine sounds.
However, functions as reversing sound/light or brake sound/light are not directly
controlled by driving sound 2. These functions continue to be controlled through the
throttle channel at the normal engine sound.

Functions of SFR-1
Additionally to the driving sound, the SFR-1 offers more features, which can be
controlled by the remote control or the switching-inputs.
Overview of all the functions:
Additional sounds

Outputs / Lighting

functions
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Trigger additional sounds 1 - 30
Switching the outputs 1 - 16
Output sequence 1 - 8
Light switch +/Parking light
Low beam headlight
High beam headlight / headlight flasher
Front fog light
Rear fog light
Indicator left
Indicator right
Hazard lights
Driving Backwards
Brake light
Locomotive: Driving light
Ship: At anchor
Ship: In operation
Ship: Aground
BEIER-Electronic
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Other

WAV-Player

Servo functions
Functions for the
Infrared-Lightmodule
SM-IR16-2
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Ship: Restricted in ability to manoeuvre
Ship: Unable to manoeuvre
Ship: Constrained by draught
Ship: Towing
Ship: Assisting
Ship: Fishing
Smoke generator
Change of direction
Throttle curve 2
Load regulation on / off
Cruise control on / off
Mass inertia light / medium / heavy / off
Steering limit off
Start setup
No function
Engine sound on/off
Engine sound 2 on/off
Random sound enable
Volume + and –
Mute
Play with the accelerator
Engine sound rpm change
Disable reversing sound
Software-Reset (rebooting the module)
Multi function 1-4
Function sequences 1 - 8
Play / Stop
Pause
Track fwd
Track rev
Random
Servo 1/2 position 1 - 4
Servo 1/2 sequence
Servo 1/2 position 1 - 2
Rotating beacon
Blinker lights/flash lights
Chaser light

All functions can be triggered by the proportional channels #2 - #6, the Nautic-mode
and the EKMFA-mode. The assignment in the Sound-Teacher is very flexible.
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Additional sounds 1 - 30
In addition to the engine sound, the SFR-1 can play up to 30 additional sounds.
Typical sounds are e.g. horns, hydraulic and pneumatic noises, warning horns,
shooting noises, Songs, radio calls, and so on. There are nearly no limits set to your
imaginations.
To play an additional sound, it must be started over a start impuls. This can be done
by using the proportional channels #2 - #6, the Nautic-mode or the EKMFA-mode.
Additional sounds 1 and 2 offer a special feature:
Each of these sounds consists of 3 single sound slots. When the additional sound 1
is started, the slot “start” is played first. Then the sound changes to the slot “loop”
and plays this slot in an endless loop so long as the start signal for the additional
sound 1 is still present. When the start signal for additional sound 1 disappears, the
slot “stop” is played uniquely. Additional sound 2 works in the same way.
In this way, a sound like a ship horn with variable length (without a hard cut at the
end), can be realized. Also for example a MG fire can be fitted with a great
reverberation.
The start and stop slots are only options that can be used. You can let these slots
also free.
For additional sounds 3-30 various play-back modes can be set up using the USMRC Sound-Teacher. Thereby it is possible to fine-tune every additional sound to
produce a perfect match to your particular mode.
The possible playback modes are now described. They differ also in that way, how
the sound is started.
Triggering with proportional channels #2 - #6 (as memory configured) or with
EKMFA-mode:
Mode
Once / complete

Once / immed. stop

Loop / complete
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Function
When the sound is started, it is played exactly once,
from start to finish, and then it stops. It is not possible to
halt the sound prematurely; it is always played
completely.
When the sound is started, it is played exactly once,
from start to finish, and then stops. However, if the
sound is started again while it is already or still running,
the sound is stopped immediately.
When the sound is started, it is played again and again
from start to finish in an endless loop. To switch the
sound off again it must be virtually “started” again. The
sound then runs from start to finish once more
completely, and then it stops.
BEIER-Electronic
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Loop / immed. stop

When the sound is started, it is played again and again
from start to finish in an endless loop. To switch the
sound off it must be virtually “started” again. The sound
then stops immediately.

Triggering with proportional channels #2 - #4 (as static configured), nauticmode or switching-inputs:
Mode
Once / complete

Once / immed. stop

Loop / complete

Loop / immed. stop

19.04.2018

Function
When the sound is started, it is played exactly once,
from start to finish, and then it stops. It is not possible to
halt the sound prematurely; it is always played
completely.
When the sound is started, it is played exactly once,
from start to finish, and then stops. However, if the input
is switched off while it is still running, the sound is then
stopped immediately.
When the input is switched on, the sound is played again
and again from start to finish in an endless loop. If the
input is switched off again, the sound runs from start to
finish once more completely, and then stops.
When the input is switched on, the sound is played again
and again from start to finish in an endless loop. If the
input is switched off again, the sound then stops
immediately.
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Random sounds
Up to eight random sounds can be played with the SFR-1. The frequency of the
sound play-back is determined by a random generator. The time spans (min/max)
can programmed by 1 – 250s for every sound separately. In the same way the
conditions (idling/drive - engine sound on/off) the sound should be played can be
programmed for each of the 8 random sounds. For instance you can define that at a
tank a randomized “chain squeaking” is played, but only during the drive and not in
the idling.
Because the 8 random sounds run completely independent from each other, it can
happen that two or three of the random sounds are played simultaneously. This can
be blocked by activating the option "Don't play 2 random sounds at the same time".
In your Sound-Teacher you can also determine whether the random sounds should
generally be enabled or you can activate/deactivate random sounds with your RC by
setting the function "Random sound enable" for a position.

WAV-Player
The WAV-Player of the SFR-1 can be imagined as a kind of “MP3 player“. The
difference is that the module plays WAV files instead of MP3 files.
The WAV-Player is primarily intended to play songs. But of course other sounds can
be played, too.
In the Sound-Teacher, up to 30 tracks can be stored for the WAV-Player.
The WAV-Player is controlled by five functions:
 Play / Stop
 Pause
 Track forward
 Track reverse
 Random
These five functions can be done by using the proportional channels #2 - #6, the
Nautic-mode or the EKMFA-mode.
Function “Play / Stop“:
If this function is activated, the WAV-Player will start playback of the first track. If this
function is activated again, the playback will be stopped. The playback of a track
starts always from the beginning of the track.
If a track is played to the end, the player will jump to the next track. With the option
“Stop play after each track“ you can choose, if the next track will be started
automatically, or if the playback just stops.
28
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After track 30 the internal counter will jump back to track 1.
By the way, the sound module always remembers the current track number. The next
time the power supply is switched on, this track number “will be loaded“ again. If any
changes are made to the SD card via the Sound-Teacher, the track counter will be
reset to track number one.
Function „Pause“:
If you activate the function "Pause", the playback of the current track pauses.
Another activation of this function starts the playback at the same position again.
Function “Track fwd“:
With this function, the player will jump to the next available track. It does not matter, if
there are any gaps in the track list.
Was previously the random function enabled, a new, random track will be played.
Function “Track rev“:
This function is normally used to go to the previous track. If this function is triggered
while the current track is played for more than five seconds, the WAV-Player will not
jump to the previous track; however it will go to the beginning of the current track.
Was previously the random function enabled, a new, random track will be played.
Function „Random“:
With this function a sound from a tracklist is randomly choosen and played. If you
activate the function „Random“ while a track is still playing, this title stops and a new
one starts.
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Functional assignment at proportional channels #1 - #6
The proportional channel #1 is only responsible for the speed recognition.
The remaining 5 channels can be configured in the Sound-Teacher with different
functions.
To occupy the proportional
channels #2 - #6 with several
functions, these channels are split
into five areas "A, B, N, C and D".
These areas represent the
possible positions of a joy-stick.
The area N is the neutral position
that is the center position of the
joy-stick.

(100)

(2,0ms)

A
Threshold 1

(60)

Threshold 2

(20)

Neutral position

(0)

Threshold 3

(20)

Threshold 4

(60)

B

(1,5ms)

The same principle is also valid for
a horizontal joy-stick. The area A
is in this case to the left and area
D to the right.

N

C
D
(1,0ms)

The areas can also
adjusted/optimized to your remote control, by setting the four thresholds in the
Sound-Teacher.
Assignment of channels #2 - #6:
Area
in position
(>0,5s)
function on
A
(static)
B
function on
(static)
C
function on
(static)
function on
D
(static)

Functions
short in position
(0,5-2,0s)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)

(100)

long in position
(>2,0s)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)
function on/off
(memory)

Theoretically it is possible to assign 12 functions to one proportional channel. But in
practical terms this doesn’t make sense. You should avoid using an area with the
static and the memory function at the same time.
Difference between static and memory function:
Static
30
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If a function is defined as static, it will be
switched on as long as the joy-stick is in
the corresponding area. If you leave the
area, the function will be switched off
again.

If a function is defined as memory and
you move the joy-stick for the specified
time (short or long) in the corresponding
area, it will be switched on. If you leave
the area, the function remains switched
on (it is saved). It remains on, until the
the joy-stick is moved in the
corresponding area again. Exceptional
are additional sounds with the setting
"once" in "Additional sound". Despite a
memory setting in "Configuration" the
sound is played only once.

You can read on page 24, which functions can be assigned to the 4 areas A, B, C
and D.
Proportional channel #1
Channel #1 is used for the speed information, in order to play the engine sounds
speed dependent.
In order to play the correct driving sound, the neutral position of channel #1 must be
correctly set. On page 16 you can see how the setting can be used.
Proportional channel #2
In the standard setting, the channel #2 is used for steering. However, it is possible do
deactivate the steering function (Configuration  General) and use the channel as a
„normal“ proportional channel.
Proportional channel #3
Channel #3 is used to trigger functions „normal“ or with EKMFA mode and Nautic 1.
Proportional channel l #4
Nautic/multiswitch module Nautic 2 can be activated at channel #4.
Proportional channel #6
Sum signals, such as S-Bus and SUMD are transferred to channel #6. The channel
can also be used a anormal proportional channel.
Neutral position of channel #1 - #6
In general, remote control manufacturer do not define a standard neutral position,
therefore the neutral positions for the channels #1 - #6 are set up with the teaching
function, see page 16.
Hint:
With the diagnosis function and the data cable K-USB-2 the neutral position of each
channel can be checked. For more information, see page 85.
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Stick simulation via keys or switches
To use the functions of the proportional
channels #2 - #6 conveniently, you can simulate
the different potentiometer positions of a stick,
through a simple keystroke. If you press the key
S1, a joy-stick position is simulated for position
A.
Often the available joy-sticks are already taken
by other functions, but mostly the remote control
has still other free channels. This schematic can
be used for the channels to activate additional
functions.
You need only six resistors and four switches
for each channel (or two reversing switches with
middle position). The small circuit can be easily
built on a strip board.
With the indicated resistors values, this
schematic works with all standard remote
controls. If needed, you can also configure the
thresholds of the five areas in the SoundTeacher.
How and where this schematic is connected in
the remote control, is unfortunately differs
according to the radio type.
In some (Robbe/Futaba) remote controls an
additional 68k ohm resistor is neccessary, which
has to be placed in the “S“- wire.
Hint:
Here again, we recommend using the diagnosis to check the constuction.
You can buy this circuit as fully constructed module from us:
SMS-R (for Robbe) and SMS-G (for Graupner and all other manufacturers).
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One-channel multi-function selection (EKMFA)
To use the EKMFA mode it must be activated in the Sound-Teacher.
With the “One-channel multi-function selection” (EKMFA) you can control up to 30
functions of the SFR-1 with only one proportional channel (channel #3).
You can assign in the Sound-Teacher the functions you would like to trigger with the
EKMFA-mode (see page 64).
To trigger a particular sound or function, the transmitter switch or joy-stick must be
moved from position N to position A or D for a certain number.
The last „function“ is always stored, enabling you to repeat the last sound or the last
function as many times as you wish, without counting once more. Simply hold the
joy-stick for one second in the position B, or C to repeat the last sound.
In order to switch the 16 outputs directly, they must be configured in the SoundTeacher as “static“, “flashing“ or “pulse“. An output that is configured e.g. as
reversing or brake light, cannot be switched on.
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Nautic mode / multiswitch mode
To use the nautic/multiswitch mode it must be activated in the Sound-Teacher under
„Nautic 1“ or ”Nautic 2“.
The nautic/multiswitch mode is probably the most convenient method of operating
the SFR-1.
The SFR-1 supports following switch modules (and modules compatible with them):







BEIER-Electronic NMS-16-R, NMS-16-G and NMS-24-G
BEIER-Electronic EMS-16-R, EMS-16-G and EMS-24-G
BEIER-Electronic MSC-8-C, MSC-10-C and MSC-8-C-LCD
Graupner Nautic-Expert Modul (Nr. 4108) and Multikanal
Robbe Multi-Switch Module (Nr. 8084, 8101, 8413, F1511)
Mergen/CP 12-Kanal and 16-Kanal Multiswitch

You can install up to two switch modules in your transmitter to control functions. With
available space they can be built directly into the remote control or into an external
housing (available in our shop).
Proportional channel #3 (X2/3 nautic 1) and/or channel #4 (X2/4 nautic 2) are
connected to the receiver channel with servo patch cables.
Some of the latest remote controls include a “software nautic module”, such as
Multikanal (multichannel) by Graupner. In most of these cases, all switches are
transferred by one channel and no additional hardware switch module is necessary.
Please refer to the operating instructions supplied with your transmitter for further
details.
To each switch position different functions can be assigned in the Sound-Teacher
(see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.). If the memory function is active, the
function is switched on or off when the switch is operated, and remains in that state
until the switch is in the same position a second time.
With correctly received data from the switch module, the blue LED on the SFR-1
always flashes at regular intervals.
Exception: At EMS modules, the LED flashes only as long as a switch is triggered.
If the blue LED is not flashing regularly, or in case the nautic switches do not work at
all, please check the settings at your transmitter. If you are unsure about this, please
read the operating instructions supplied with your transmitter, as they generally
provide information on the settings required for Nautic modules (e.g. servo travel at
maximum).
In our BEIER-Electronic forum (FAQ), you will find a step by step guide in German for
troubleshooting:
Hilfe, mein Nautic-/Multiswitchmodul funktioniert nicht
https://www.beier-electronic.de/modellbau/forum/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=744
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If you you are using a Jeti Duplex 2.4GHz, the “output period” of the receiver must be
set on “byTransmitter” by the Jeti-Box. Other important setting: ATV High Limit: 2,20
ms, ATV Low Limit: 0,80 ms.

Sum signals S-BUS and SUMD
With the SFR-1 it is possible to evaluate the sum signals „S-BUS“and „SUMD“of the
receiver. Up to 16 proportional channels can be transmittet via only one
connection between SFR-1 and the receiver. In order to use sum signals, the
receiver must be suitable for sum signals and an activation in the radio might be
necessay.
Using the sum signal up to 16 fully functional proportional channels, instead of 6, can
be used to control functions.
The sum signal output of the receiver is connected to „Prop 6“ (X2/6) at the SFR-1.
Using the Sound-Teacher all 16 channels of the sum signal can be assigned to one
of the 16 propotional channels of the SFR-1.
It is important to use Prop #1 at the SFR-1 for the throttle channel of the transmitter.

Switching outputs
The SFR has 16 outputs, which can be used to drive electrical consumer units such
as lamps, light-emitting diodes, relays, smoke generators etc. Different switching
functions and output types can be attached to the 16 outputs by using the SoundTeacher (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.).
The SFR-1 is always switching the negative pole to each output and thus to the
connected load (e.g. LED, lamp, relay). The loads plus pole is connected directly to
the supply voltage, or to the black and white cables of the output blocks (collected
plus pole).
The intensity (PWM-control) of each output can be configured with the SoundTeacher by steps of 2%, between 2% and 100%.
If relays or other inductive loads (e.g. motors) should be connected to the switching
outputs, free-wheeling diodes must (e.g. 1N4007) be used.
Following output types are possible:
 Output static on
 Output flashing
 Output as pulse
 Output flickering (sound dependend)
 Daytime running light
19.04.2018
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Parking light
Low beam headlight
High beam headlight
Front fog light
Rear fog light
Brake light
Reversing light
Indicator left
Indicator right
Bending light left
Bending light right
Combined headlight
Combined rear light
Combined American rear light left
Combined American rear light right
In motion on
In stationary on
In stationary and motion on
At accelerating on
At driving speed on
Locomotive: Driving light foreward
Locomotive: Driving light backward
Ship: All-round light red top
Ship: All-round light red middle
Ship: All-round light red bottom
Ship: All-round light green top
Ship: All-round light white middle
Ship: All-round light white botom
Ship: 1. Masthead light
Ship: 2. Masthead light
Ship: Anchor light
Ship: Side light
Ship: Stern light
Ship: Towing light
Smoke generator
Military vehicle: Black out headlamp
Military vehicle: Disguise rear light
Military vehicle: Disguise brake light
Military vehicle: Guidance cross
Temperature controlled

Output “Static“ on
An output with this setup can be switched on using a sound, a proportional channel, a
nautic switch or the EKMFA-mode.
The output is always switched on as long as a sound is played, with which the output
is activated in the Sound-Teacher or the output is switched on with one of the free
allocable functions.
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Output “Flashing“ on
An output with this setup can be switched on using a sound, a proportional channel, a
nautic switch or the EKMFA-mode.
The output flashes as long as a sound is played, with which the output is activated in
the Sound-Teacher or the output is switched on with one of the free allocable
functions.
The flashing frequency can be set separately for each output in the Sound-Teacher.
The value for the flashing frequency is entered in field “Option 1“. Values within the
range 1 to 255 can be set: 1 corresponds to the fastest flashing frequency (50Hz)
and 255 the slowest (0.196Hz).
The flashing frequency can be calculated as following: f = 1 / (value x 0.02).
Output as “Pulse“
An output with this setup can be switched on using a sound, a proportional channel, a
nautic switch, the EKMFA-mode or a switching-input.
If the output is activated, it will be switched on for a limited period of time and then
goes off again. A typical application is a short muzzle flash from a canone.
The pulse duration can be adjusted in the Sound-Teacher. The value for the pulse
duration is entered in field “Option 1”. Values within the range 1 to 255 can be set: 1
corresponds to the shortest pulse duration (0.1s) and 255 to the longest pulse
duration (25.5s).
The pulse duration can be calculated by multiplying the entered value with 0.1s.
A value of 5 means for example a pulse duration of 0.5s.
Output “Flickering“ on
An output with this setup can only be switched on using a sound. When this function
is selected the outputs flicker at the same rhythm as the sound that is played
currently.
This can be used to generate very impressive light effects, such as a simulation of
fire or a welding torch.
The Sound-Teacher allows you to adjust the sensitivity of the flicker effect separately
for each of the outputs. A value between 1 and 255 can be entered in the field
“Option 1“.The higher the value the higher the sound volume must be to activate the
flicker effect.
Output „Daytime running light“
The output for the daytime running light will be switched on, if the parking light and
the low beam headlight are not switched on. If parking light or low beam headlight are
active, the daytime running light will be switched off automatically.
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“Parking light“, “Low beam headlight“, “High beam headlight“, “Front fog
light“ and “Rear fog light“ outputs
The outputs for these lights are switched on as soon as the corresponding function is
switched on. The function can be switched on using a proportional channel, a nautic
switch or the EKMFA-mode.
Of course, you do not have to keep to this order. That means for example if you don’t
need a rear fog light, you can connect something else to the output.
The lights can be switches with the programmable light switch under "Configuration",
"Outputs" and "Light switch" (see page 68).
Output “Reversing light”
The output for the reverse driving light is always switched on when the vehicle runs
backwards.
Output “Brake light“
The brake light is always shortly turned on when the driving speed is reduced
substantial. The sensitiveness can be configured in the Sound-Teacher (see page
66).
Outputs “Indicator left“ and “Indicator right“
The outputs for the indicators can be switched on using proportional channel #2, a
nautic switch or the EKMFA-mode.
If “American indicator mode” is selected, the indicator lights will come on, as soon as
the parking light is switched on. The intensity for the “indicator parking light” can be
adjusted in “Option 1“(e.g. 10%).
If hazard lights are switched on, both indicators will start flashing at the same time.
At Configuration  Outputs  Output options additional settings can be made.
Outputs "Bending light left" and "Bending light right"
These outputs can be turned on at cornering. There are 2 ways in which the bending
lights can be turned on:
1. By steering on proportional channel #2 (X2/2)
2. By the indicator signal
3. By Driving backwards
For more information about these two options, please look on the page Fehler!
Textmarke nicht definiert.. The bending lights work only if the parking light or the
low beams are turned on. The bending lights are also front fog lights and can thus
also be switched by the function "front fog light". The switching on and off of the
bending lights is not immediate, but with a dimming function.
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Output „Combined headlight“
Using the combined headlight, “parking light“, “low beam headlight“ and “high
beam headlight“ can be switched using just one output.
The Intensity for each of the 3 lights can be adjusted seperately:
The intensity of the parking light is entered under “intensity“(e.g. 10%).
The intensity of the low beam headlight is entered under “Option 1“(e.g. 30%).
The intensity of the high beam headlight is entered under “Option 2“(z.B. 60%).
However, it should be noted that these 3 intensities are added, if more than one light
is switched on. Summing up, you should avoid a value that is over 100%.
Output “Combined back light“
Using the combined rearlight, “parking light“, “brake light“ and “rear fog light“
can be switched using just one output.
The Intensity for each of the three lights can be adjusted seperately:
The intensity of the parking light is entered under “Intensity“(e.g. 10%).
The intensity of the brake light is entered under “Option 1“(e.g. 30%).
The intensity of the rear fog light is entered under “Option 2“(z.B. 60%).
However, it should be noted that these three intensities are added, if more than one
light is switched on. Summing up, you should avoid a value that is over 100%.
Output „Combined American rear light left/right“
This setting switches three light functions, namely „parking light“, “brake light” and
“indicator right” respectively “indicator left” via only one output.
For each of this light functions you can set the intensity separately.
The intensity for “Parking light” is set at “Intensity” for example 10%.
The intensity for “Brake light” is set at “Option 1” for example 100%.
The intensity for “Indicator light” is set at “Option 2” for example 50%.
In contrast to other combined lights, the intensities are not summarised!
Output „Locomotive – driving light forward/backward“
These two output types are triggered via the function "Locomotive - Driving light”. If
the locomotive is moving forwards, the output "Locomotive - Driving light forward" is
activated. If the locomotive runs backwards, the output "Locomotive - Driving light
backward" is activated. In stand always the last switched output remains switched on.
Output “In motion on“
This output is always switched on when the model is in motion, whether it is moving
forwards or in reverse.
Output “In stationary on“
This output is always switched on when the model is stationary.
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Output „Stationary/Motion“
With this function the output is always active, regardless of whether the model is
moving or not. The value “Intensity” defines the light intensity during standing.
“Option 1” defines the intensity when the model is in motion (0-100%). The change
between both light intensities is executed smoothly.
Output “At accelerating on“
This output is always switched on briefly as soon as the model accelerates from
standing.
Output “At driving speed on“
This output is switched on when the model exceeds a defined running speed level.
This level is entered under “Option 1“.
Output "Smoke generator - heater“ and „Smoke generator - fan“
These output types are for connecting a proportional smoke generator. Depending on
the state (engine start, idle, accelerating and running speed) of the model, the output
is controlled with varying intensity. Thus, smoke emissions (per fan) are produced to
suit the particular situation.
With the output type “fan” a trailing can be set (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht
definiert.).
The smoke emissions can be adjusted using the 3 parameters "Brightness", "Option
1" and "Option 2":
 At "Brightness" the intensity of the smoke emissions during engine start and
acceleration can be set (e.g. 100%).
 At "Option 1" the intensity of the smoke emissions while standing (e.g. 20%)
can be adjusted.
 At "Option 2" the maximum smoke intensity at full running speed (e.g. 90%)
can be defined. The corresponding smoke intensity at each speed level
between start and full running speed is calculated automatically.
The output is activated via the the function "Smoke generator on" or automatically
when turning on the driving sound (see page 66).
Outputs for military vehicles: „black out headlamp“, „disguise rear light“,
„disguise brake light“ und „guidance cross“
These outputs can only be switches with the programmable light switch (see page
68) using the functions "light switch +" and "light switch -".
Output „Temperature controlled“
If the motor output stage requires some cooling with an additional fan, the fan can be
controlled via the existing temperature sensor. In Configuration  Outputs 
Outputs you can define from which temperature the fan should be switched on
("Option 2") and at which temperature the fan should be switched off again ("Option
1").
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Stern light























Towing light

Side light

Anchor light

2. Masthead light

1. Masthead light

All-round light white
middle
All-round light white
bottom

All-round light green top

All-round light red
bottom

All-round light red middle

All-round light red top

Output

Outputs for ships
With these outputs the lights of ships can be authentically simulated. The lights are
controlled using this logic-table:

Function
At anchor
Aground
In operation
Restricted in ability to
manoeuvre
Unable to manoeuvre
Constrained by draught
Towing
Assisting
Fishing

































 = output is active
 = output is only active, if the ship is in operation
Example:
If the function “In operation“ is active, the outputs which are configured as “1.
Masthead“, “Side light“ and “Stern light“ are switched on.
If you want to use light functions, the outputs must be configured (which light is
connected to which output) and secondly the functions must be allocated to the
control elements (e.g. nautic switch) of the transmitter. You should use “Memory“
functions for this.
Some of the available functions are mutually exlusive. For example, a ship cannot be
“At anchor“ and be “In operation“ at the same time.
The relationship between light functions and outputs (see table), are fixed and can
not be changed!
The condition "in operation" can either be manually switched on with the function
"Ship: in operation" (e.g. by using a Nautic switch), or automatically with the throttle
channel on proportional channel #1.
If you want to use the automatic detection of "in operation" or "at anchor", you will
have to switch them on in the configuration of the Sound-Teacher (see page Fehler!
Textmarke nicht definiert.). If the throttle stick is then not in neutral position (ie. the
ship operates), it will be switched to the condition "in operation". If the ship is stopped
(throttle stick in neutral), the condition "in operation" will be switched off after an
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adjustable time and usually it will be switched over to the condition "at anchor".
However, if in this moment there is still another condition active, like e.g. "restricted in
ability to manoeuvre" or "towing", the condition will remain active and it will only be
switched over to "at anchor" until the other condition is switched off.
If the automatic detection of "in operation" or "at anchor" is active, these conditions
cannot be switched with the functions "Ship: in operation" and "Ship: at anchor".
Additional informations to lights of ships can be found in the internet.

Output sequences
You can assign any number of outputs in up to eight sequence groups.
In the Sound-Teacher up to 36 steps can be programmed for each of the eight
sequences (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.). For every step, you can
program which output is switched on and the intensity of the outputs.
Moreover, the duration of every step until it goes on to the next one can be
configured.
Is an output sequence enabled, the sequence always takes precedence over the
normal function (eg, indicators, parking lights, etc.) of the output. The normal function
of the output is switched off during the active sequence.
With these output sequences, the most amazing light effects can be generated.
Examples:
 Rotating lights
 Moving lights
 Modern police flashlights
 Beacon lights for airplanes
 Switching on flickering of fluorescent lamps
 Any flickering lights and flash lights
Only one output sequence can be active at one time. A sequence stops as soon as a
new one is activated.
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Servo outputs
The SFR-1 offers two servo outputs (X5/1 and X5/2).
The servo outputs deliver usual pulses from 1,000 - 2,000ms, so you can connect
standard servos or speed-controllers.
The power supply for these servo outputs is the integrated BEC of the SFR-1.
There are two different ways to control the servo outputs:
1. Driving to fixed positions
2. Running through a programed sequence
Driving to fixed positions:
For each servo, up to five positions can be specified in the Sound-Teacher (see page
72), which can be approached via the freely assignable functions of the sound
module. The positions have the following names:
 Home position
 Position #1
 Position #2
 Position #3
 Position #4
Running a programed sequence:
A flow sequence can be programmed for each servo output in the Sound-Teacher.
Conceivable applications are e.g. a recoil system for a tank or an easy windshield
wiper for a truck.
A servo sequence can be triggered with the functions “Servo 1 sequence“, “Servo 2
sequence“ or with a sound (e.g. a cannon shot). A detailed description of the servo
outputs can be found on page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert..
A servo output can only be controlled either to a fix positions or as a sequence. Both
versions are not possible at one servo output.
The servo movement can also trigger a sound. The additional sounds “Sound from
servo 1/2“are responsible for this. It also distinguishes between left and right
movement. So you can play for every direction of running a different sound.
If you don’t want sounds while moving the servos, just leave these sound-slots
empty.
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Function sequences
All functions that can be triggered with the sound module (see page 24) can be
compiled to a special function sequence with defined order and time for each step.
More information can be found in this manual starting on page Fehler! Textmarke
nicht definiert..

Voltage monitoring
The connected supply voltage at X1/A+ and X1/A- is measured permanently. If the
voltage drops below an adjustable value for longer than ten seconds, different
actions can be triggered:





Playback of a warning sound at empty battery (z.B. „Please load battery“)
Playback of a warning sound at undervoltage (e.g. “Attention undervoltage“)
Switch off the sound module
Switch off all outputs

Some battery types (e.g. LiPo-batteries) should not be subjected to deep discharge,
because this can damage the battery! With the help of the integrated voltage
monitoring, it is now possible to warn the user.
There are two thresholds in the Sound-Teacher:
 Threshold for charging battery
 Threshold for undervoltage
The thresholds of the voltage monitoring are freely adjustable and lies between 4,5
and 14,0V.
Here is a list with usual values for different battery types:
Battery typ
Battery voltage
Threshold for
charging battery
Nickel-cadmium
and
nickel-metallhydrid

Lead battery
Lithium-Ionen
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6,0 V (5 cells)
7,2 V (6 cells)
8,4 V (7 cells)
9,6 V (8 cells)
10,8 V (9 cells)
12,0 V (10 cells)
13,2 V (10 cells)
14,4 V (12 cells)
15,6 V (13 cells)
16,8 V (14 cells)
6,0 V (3 cells)
12,0 V (6 cells)
7,2 V (2 cells)
10,8 V (3 cells)
BEIER-Electronic

5,2 V
6,2 V
7,2 V
8,2 V
9,2 V
10,2 V
11,2 V
12,2 V
13,2 V
14,2 V
5,2 V
10,4 V
5,2 V
7,7 V

Threshold for
voltage
monitoring
5,0 V
6,0 V
7,0 V
8,0 V
9,0 V
10,0 V
11,0 V
12,0 V
13,0 V
14,0 V
5,0 V
10,0 V
5,0 V
7,5 V
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Lithium-polymer (Lipo)
Lithium – iron
phosphate (LiFe)

7,4 V (2 cells)
11,1 V (3 cells)
14,8 V (4 cells)
6,6 V (2 cells)
9,9 V (3 cells)
13,2 V (4 cells)
16,5 V (5 cells)

6,6 V
9,9 V
13,2 V
5,0 V
7,5 V
10,0 V
12,5 V

6,4 V
9,6 V
12,8 V
4,5 V
6,6 V
8,8 V
11,0 V

These values are only guidelines, the best is to read the user manual of the battery,
to find out the exact deep-discharge voltage.

Current monitoring
The current is monitored of all 16 switching-outputs. In case of a detected
overcurrent all outputs are switched off in order to protect them from damage.
Nevertheless, the outputs are not completely short circuit proof! Therefore you have
to avoid short circuits at the outputs!
If an overcurrent is detected, the additional sound „Sound at overcurrent“ is played (if
the slot is not empty) and the red LED on the sound module is also permanently
switched on.
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LEDs on SFR-1
There are three LEDs on the sound module to show different conditions.
Green LED
The green LED allways lights up while the supply voltage is connected to X1/A+ and
X1/A-.
Red and blue LED
These two LEDs show different conditions and errors.
In nautic mode the blue LED flashes regularly, if the nautic data are transmitted
correctly from the receiver.
Status:
Error
code

Status / Error

LED
green

LED
red

LED
blue

1

No SD-card plugged in
No data on the SD-card
Unable to read SD-card

on

Fast
flashing

on

File read or write error

on

Slow
flashing

off

12

Error at amplifier

on

12 x slow
flashing

off

15

Overcurrent at switching
outputs

on

on

off

16

Undervoltage

on

aus

Slow
flashing

17

Overtemperature

on

Slow
flashing

off

18

Overcurrent at motor

on

Fast
flashing

off

Throttle channel has not
been in neutral yet

Slow
flashing

Teaching/setup active

Fast
flashing

Teaching/setup active, no
signal at throttle channel

Fast
flashing

3 - 11
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Actions
No SD card plugged in,
defect SD card or file 
Use a new SD card,
formatting SD card (FAT
32), transfer project file
with Sound-Teacher
Get into contact with
BEIER-Electronic
Control of connections
and sum current of all
outputs
Control of battery
voltage, charge battery
Control and
improvement of air
circulation and cooling
Control of motor and
motor connection
Put throttle stick to
middle position (neutral)
Setup function is active
in order to learn all
neutral positions
Turn on
transmitter/remote
control, check
connection cable at
throttle channel
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PC-Software „SFR-1 Sound-Teacher“
With our software „SFR-1 Sound-Teacher“ the module can be configured and sound
files can be tranfered to the SD-card.

System requirements
 Windows compatible PC
 Windows 2000, NT, XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 or Windows 10
 about 20 MB of free HD space
 SD-cardreader or a free USB interface
(1.0, 1.1, 2.0 or 3.0)
 DVD-ROM drive
Software installation
In most cases the “SFR-Installer” starts
automatically when you insert the DVD-ROM.
If this does not occur, please start the file
„SFR-Installer.exe" which is in the main folder
on the DVD-ROM.
To install the Sound-Teacher, click on the „SFR1 Sound-Teacher” button and follow the further
instructions on the screen.
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Starting the Sound-Teacher
During the installation of the Sound-Teacher an entry is added to the start menue,
which can be used to start the program. Click on the “Start” button at the bottom lefthand corner of the screen then on “Programs”, on to “SFR-1 Sound-Teacher” and
finally click on “SFR-1 Sound-Teacher”. The program should now start.
If you chose to place an icon on the desktop during the installation procedure you
can start the program by double-clicking on that icon.
When the program starts, it automatically opens the project on which you last
worked.
Brief instructions for loading new sounds onto SD-card
Please follow the instructions below, for transferring a new sound onto SD card:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Insert the SD card into a cardreader, which is connected to the PC.
Start the SFR-1 Sound-Teacher.
Chose the SD card in the menu “SD card“.
Klick in the menu “File“on “Open project“.
Now select the desired sound project (.sfr file) e.g. from the “SFR-1 Sounds”
folder on the DVD-ROM, and click on the button “Open”.
6. If required, the configuration of the project can be changed.
7. Press the button “Save project data onto SD card“.
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Using software „SFR-1 Sound-Teacher“
Menue
Create new project
Open project
Save project
Save project as

File

SD card

Data
cable

Language

Print function
assignment of the
project
Upload project data via
datacable
Check automatically for
updates
Check now manually for
updates
Download sounds from
the internet
Open Sound-Center

Forum: FAQ
Facebook
Sound-Simulation
Info

19.04.2018

Uploads the complete project data via
datacable to the sound module
On every start of the Sound-Teacher, it will
be checked if a new version is available
Checks if a new version is available
Downloads new sounds from the internet

Opens the BEIER-Electronic SoundCenter, a sound data base from our
cutomers
Shows saved diagnostic data of the SFR-1
Diagnosis via SD card
stored on the SD card
Formates (erases) the SD card
Formating SD card
Choses the SD card
D: to Z:
Change of data transmission speed
Transfer speed
Upload project data with Transfer of project data to SD card by data
cable
data cable
Diagnosis via datacable Shows live diagnostic data of the SFR-1
with the datacable
Control SFR-1 functions Functions can be triggered with the data
cyble without radio
with data cable
Switches to German language
German
Switches to English language
English
Switches to French language
French
Opens this manual (PDF)
Operating manual
Forum: SFR-1 Support

Help

Creates a new project
Opens an existing project
Saves the current project
Saves a copy of the current project with a
new name
Prints an overview of the function
assignments of all inputs and outputs

Opens the BEIER-Electronic forum at:
SFR-1
Opens the BEIER-Electronic Forum at:
FAQ
Opens the Facebook page from BEIERElectronic
You can check e. g. the drive sound with
the sound simulation without uploading
data into the sound module
Shows informations about the software
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Configuring sounds
A lot of different sounds can be saved in the sound slots of the SFR-1. The sounds
are divided into five different ranges:
 Engine sound
 Engine sound 2
 Additional sounds
 Random sounds
 WAV-Player
Click with the mouse on the corresponding tab to configure a sound.

Project folder
Slot name
File

Playback mode
Outputs/Sequences
Volume
Soundlength

Indicates the folder where the sound project is to be saved.
Indicates the name of this slot, i.e. what sort of sound can
be saved here (e.g. engine start sound).
File name of the WAV file which is saved in this slot.
This button is used to load a new sound file into the slot.
Erases the file from the slot.
Plays back the file via the PC’s integral loudspeaker.
At this point you can select the different play-back modes
Determines which outputs or output sequences are used
when particular sounds are played back.
The volume of every sound can be changed here.
Shows length of the sound.

Opening of sound files
The folder „Sounds“ on the DVD contains general examples of soundfiles.
The folder „SFR-1 Sounds“ contains drive sounds for a lot of different vehicles.
With a click on the
button, the Windows “file open dialog” opens, in which you
can select the wanted sound file on your hard disk.
All WAV-files with following properties can be opened:
 22,050 kHz or 44,100 kHz
 8 Bit or 16 Bit
 Mono or Stereo
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The Sound-Teacher always converts the soundfile into the format 44,1 kHz, 16 Bit,
mono. To get a good sound, the WAV file should be in this format.
If you want to open a file, which is not in the required format, a message appears. If
you still want to use this file, you must
convert it first using a suitable
program
(e.g. Audacity).
Memory usage indicates how much
memory on the SD card is in use by
the current project.
After finishing the selection of sounds and configurations, we recommend to save the
complete project (File  Save project) on your hard drive. All settings of the sound
slots and the complete configurations of the module are stored into one project file
(*.sfr).
Therefore the Sound-Teacher asks, when you are saving a project, to copy all files to
the project directory.
Configuring the sound module
Click on the “configuration“ tab in order to carry out adjustments to the SFR-1.
The settings are divided up into different ranges:
 General
 Speed Controller
 Engine sound
 Random sound
 Proportional channels
 Nautic / multiswitch
 EKMFA mode
 Inputs
 Outputs
 Output sequences
 Servo outputs (SFR-1 and SM-IR-16-2)
 Function sequences
If you change a value in your configuration, the project files must be transferred
directly or via datacable to your SD card!
While saving a project, the sound settings of the slots and the configuration of the
SFR-1 are stored together in the project file.
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Configuration - General

SFR-1 Configuration
For steering proportional channel #2 can be used. Otherwise #2 can be used as
normal propertional channel to control functions.
For troubleshooting while the module is running, the diagnostic data (data the
soundmodule gets from the receiver) can be saved on SD card. This data can be
read out and displayed in the Sound-Teacher (see 85).
Hint:
More comfortable is the live diagnosis function with the data cable K-USB-2.
Warning!
Only use this diagnosis function for troubleshooting and
switch it off afterwards!
If the diagnosis function is activated, the sound playback may be faulty.
If the option "Save project backup always onto SD card" is activated, the soundteacher saves a complete copy of the entire sound project to the SD card. You can
find this copy on your SD card in the folder “backup”. So you will always have the
complete project data with you. However, the backup project should not be opened
directly from the SD card! It is better to copy the backup folder first on your hard drive
and open the *.sfr project file from there.
Volume
You can also configure the basic volume (10-100%) of the module here. This function
is helpful if you don’t use a volume control potentiometer. The volume can also be
adjusted e.g. with a proportional channel configured with the functions “Volume +“
and “Volume -“.
Another option to change the volume with the transmitter is the "Direct volume
control". One of the four proportional channels can be used for a stepless volume
setting. You need a free slide or rotary control at your transmitter for that. However,
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this proportional channel can only be used for adjusting the volume and not for any
other functions anymore!
To obtain a more realistic driving sound a speed-dependent increase of volume can
be activated with "Increase volume at topspeed". The volume of the driving sounds
will be louder, the faster the model drives. In standing position the volume is
automatically by this percentage less! Therefore, we recommend selecting a low
value at this setting.
Battery voltage monitoring
You can set your battery type and the thresholds for charging the battery and
undervoltage alert here. Additionally you can choose, whether the sound playback
should be stopped and/or the switching outputs should be switched off at
undervoltage.
Multi function
Up to 3 functions can be assigned to each of the 4 multi functions. Using the multi
function 3 functions can be activated at the same time, using only one position at the
transmitter.
For instance: You would like to activate a searchlight and at the same time a servo
sequence should be activated as well. This servo sequence controls a servo, which
moves the searchlight. Without the multi function you would need 2 functions,
triggered at the transmitter:
a. Output x on
b. Servo sequence x on
Using the multi function you can activate at the same time both, the output and the
servo sequence by triggering only one function at the transmitter.
WAV-Player
The WAV-Player setting can be configured here. You can choose whether the next
track should start automatically after finishing the previous track or the playback
should stop.
S-BUS / SUMD
If sum signals should be used, they must be activated here. The sum signal channel
of the receiver is connected to proportional channel #6 (X2/6) of the SFR-1. Each
sum signal channel can be assignet to a proportional channel in the Sound-Teacher
(see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.).
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Configuration – Speed Controller

Speed controller properties
Cruise control:
With activated cruise control the throttle position controls not any longer the actual
driving speed but the change in speed. In neutral position (throttle stick) the cruise
control keeps the speed.
The cruise control can be deactivated with the function „ Cruise control on/off“ via a
proportional channel or nautic/multiswitch.
The speed increases when pressing up the throttle stick and decreases (until
standing) when pressing down.
While driving backwards the handling is the same (just opposite). The model
accelerates when the throttle stick is put down and slows down when it is put up.
The further the throttle stick is moved away from neutral, the stronger the speed
controller accelerates or decelerates.
The cruise control can be deactivated while driving backwards.
Brake function:
With the brake function the vehicle can be slowed down by the SFR-1.
The stronger the throttle stick is pressed down, the stronger the vehicle brakes.
To drive backwards the driving direction must be changes with function „Change of
direction“. To accelerate backwards (in reverse gear) the throttle stick must be
pressed up/forwards.
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Driving modes
There are 4 driving modes, combining the functions cruise control and braking.
Depending on the driving mode the throttle channel is used differently:
No cruise
control
No brake
function

driving forwards

driving
backwards

No cruise
control
with brake

driving forwards
and backwards

braking

with cruise control
no brake function

with cruise
control
with brake

forwards accelerating
/ backwards slowing
down

forwards and
backwards
accelerating

forwards slowing
down / backwards
accelerating

slowing down and
braking

With activated braking function the driving direction must be changed with the
function „Change of direction“.
For driving backwards it is not always practical using the cruise control. Therefore, it
is possible to turn off the cruise control automatically while driving backward. By
selecting the option the cruise control is only active while driving forwards.
Emergency stop:
With the function „Emergency stop possible“, the model can quickly be stopped by a
complete pressing down of the gas throttle. Other settings, such as cruise control,
brake funktion, load regulation, hand brake, inertia etc. have no effect on this
function. The emergency stop is always given priority.
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Bell armature motor:
With a bell armature motor the PWM frequency is increased to motor gently 40 kHz.
Channel reversion
In case the motor is running in the opposite direction (backwards instead of forwards)
it can be inverted here.
All proportional channels of steering channel (X2), steering servo (X5/3) can be
reversed. Right and left are turned with this option.
Load regulation
With activated load regulation one of the different regulation intensities (light, medium
and heavy) can be set here.
Inertia
To simulate a very heavy vehicle the option mass inertia can be activated here.
Acceleration and decelaration are slowed down for a realistic driving behaviour. Keep
in mind: the vehicle also has a longer stopping distance!
With a proportional channel or a nautic/multiswitch and the function “ Intertia light,
medium, heavy and off“ different intensities of inertia can be set while driving.
Inertia of steering
For a realistic steering behaviour a intertia can be activated. For this effect the
steering servo must be connected to proportional channel X4/2.
There is also an option for a speed dependent steering inertia:
 While parking:
high inertia
 Slow driving:
low inertia
 Medium drive:
medium inertia
 Fast drive:
high inertia
With the parameters „Steering angle limit at stationary“ and „Steering angle limit at
top speed“ the steering angle can be optimized. Values between 30 % and 120 %
can be set. The smaller the value, the smaller the steering angle. Values higher than
100 % make the steering angle larger. It is important to check first, if the steering
servo is suitable for large angles.
When driving between stationary and full throttle the SFR-1 calculates the
corresponding steering angle within the defined max/min values.
If no limits are manually set, the standard values are 100 %.
The application of steering angle limitation is quite useful, in case there is no option
to limit the angle directly at the radio.
Furthermore this function enables to use a different range of steering for
manoeuvring and for normal (fast) driving. During manoeuvring the full range is
useful whereas at high speed a smaller steering range enables a more sensitive
steering.
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Hardness of handbrake
If the function handbrake is activated with DIP switch 4 the hardness of braking can
be set here.
The handbrake can be active only while parking/standing. Without this option, the
handbrake hits as soon as the throttle is in neutral position and the vehicle is still
rolling.
Throttle curve 1 and 2
Using the curve, the proportion between throttle signal and driving behaviour can be
set in the diagram. Both driving directions (backwards and forwards) have 10 values
(at 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 %, 50 %, 60 %, 70 %, 80 %, 90 % and 100 % of throttle
signal) to adjust the driving behaviour.
For example a very sensitive acceleration behaviour for driving slowly or a limitted
maxium speed can be set.
With „reset“ the curve returns to its initial values.
The throttle curve 2 can be activated with a function while driving. This enables for
example to use throttle curve 1 for normal driving and throttle curve 2 for maneuvring
with very sensitive acceleration behaviour.
Example for nomal driving:
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Configuration – Engine Sound – Engine Sound

Engine sound options
Thresholds for slow down and speed up:
These thresholds set how strong the speed must be changed so that the normal
driving sound is changed to deceleration or acceleration.
If you activate “fast switching”, the module immediately switches when the speed
changes. This is particularly useful for long sounds in the driving sound slots. If the
module is required to simulate a slow-revving engine (e.g. single-cylinder motor), fast
switching should be deactivated. In this case vehicle starting and stopping sounds
are not played, as well.
Brake noise:
The brake sound threshold determines how strongly the vehicle must be decelerated
before the brake sound is played. Values between 1 and 30 are possible. The higher
the threshold, the stronger the deceleration must be in order to activate the brake
noise.
Cornering squeak:
As soon as the vehicle is turning, the cornering speake is played. The higher the
value is, the more the steering must be to trigger the cornering squeak. Values
between 20 and 127 are possible.
Automatic driving sound activation:
As an option you can select an automatic driving sound activation (see page 22). The
engine sound always switches on automatically, as soon as you move the throttle
stick shortly while standing. After an adjustable time the engine sound turns off
automatically.
Time for warmstart:
If both sounds “Engine coldstart sound“ and “Engine warmstart sound“ are used, the
time can be specified which determines how long the driving sound had to be turned
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off in order to play the coldstart sound instead of the warmstart sound after a new
start.
Speed change when triggering function “Engine sound rpm change”:
Here you can setup the change of the rpm for idle or driving sound between a range
of -50% and +50%. Minus values make the sound slower and positive values faster.
With this setting you change the speed of the actual sound (idle or driving sound). It
initiates no change between idle and driving sound. This function is quite useful for
example if you want to change the speed of a hydraulic pump of a construction
maschine.
Speed steps/gears
Gears forward/backward:
Here you can choose how many different driving sounds or gears, the engine sound
should have.
When option "Play change sound parallel to engine sound" is activated, the driving
sound changes immediately from the old to the new engine sound and the change
sound is played simultaneously during this change. If this option is not activated, the
old engine sound stops, the change-sound is played and after that the new engine
sound starts.
As an additional option, it is possible to skip gearshift and downshift at stopping. If
this option is activated, the engine sound will directly jump to FG1 when you stop the
model.
Zero point deadband threshold:
When the vehicle is standing, i.e. the drive motors are not running, but the sound
module is not generating the idle sound. If it occasionally plays the driving sound
instead, then this value should be raised slightly.
On the other hand, if the idle sound continues to play even though the vehicle is no
longer stationary, then this value can be reduced slightly.
Stationary/motion/gear hysteresis:
When the vehicle is moving very slowly and the sound constantly alternates between
idle and running sound, then this value should be raised slightly.
Also if the engine sound alternates steadily between two speed steps/gears while
driving, this value should be raised slightly, as well.
Driving sound diagram:
The diagram shows graphically which driving sound/gear is played at the
corresponding speed. In addition it is possible to set the driving sound directly in the
diagram (see page 82).
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Configuration – Engine Sound – Engine Sound 2

Different parameters for engine sound 2 can be configured in this section.
Speed via proportional channels:
Proportional channels #1 - #6 can be used as source/recognition for speed.
Zero point:
The neutral position of the throttle stick can be set between 1.00 - 2.00 ms. Most
transmitter and speed controller have its zero point at 1.50 ms.
Zero point deadband:
For the throttle control an area can be defined with this deadband, where the
stationary sound for engine sound 2 should be played. This area ranges between 1
and 30.
Maximum sound speed:
The sound speed at full power can be set between 60% and 300%.
Activate the option "When starting engine sound 1 or 2, turn off the other", when you
never want to use both engine sounds at the same time. If you are runnig your model
with engine sound 1 and you activate engine sound 2, the first engine sound is
automatically turned off. If the first engine sound is activated again, the second
engine sound goes off automatically.
Additionally you can choose whether changing sounds between the two engine
sounds, like starting and stopping sounds should be played.
With the option "Turn on engine sound automatically by motion" it can be determined,
that the second driving sound automatically turns on as soon as the throttle control
for the engine sound 2 is out of neutral position. This is useful, for example, if you
want to realize a tank turret rotation. Otherwise, you need to activate engine sound 2
first with the function “Engine sound 2 on/off”.
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Configuration – Random sounds

Random sounds
If you want to play random sounds (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.),
you can set the time in which interval a random sounds should be triggered. The time
ranges between 1 and 999 seconds.
With the checkboxes it is also possible to define conditions when random sounds
should be activated, i.e. whether the random sounds are played only when the model
is stationary and / or moving, or whether the engine sound must be on and / or off.
If a random sound should be played, at least one checkbox must be activated.
You can also select whether random sounds generally should be played or only when
the function "Random sound enable" is activated, for example by a proportional
channel.
If the option "Don't play 2 random sounds at the same time" is activated, only one
random sound can be played, otherwise 2 or more random sound could be played
simultaneously.
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Configuration – Proportional channels

Assignments and thresholds for proportional channel #2 - #6
For proportional channel #2 - #6, the ranges A, B, C and D can be assigned to
various functions of the SFR-1.
The left picture shows five ranges of a joystick. You can define the thresholds for
each range manually (see page Fehler! Textmarke nicht definiert.) by moving the
blue sliders up and down. The number on top shows the value of each threshold.
The reset button restores the threshold standard values.
Channel reversion
The directions of the proportional channels can also be inverted. If channel #2 is
used for steering, it is not possible to assign functions or to invert it.
Activation delay
Certain times can be set that determine how long the joystick or switch must be in the
positions A/D and B/C in order to activate the corresponding functions. Times
between 10 and 2500ms are possible.
However, the values defined here are always valid for all proportional channels. It is
not possible to define delays for one channel separately.
The reset button will restore standard values.
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Configuration - Nautic/Multiswitch

If you want to use the nautic mode 1 or 2, you will first have to activate it here and
connect the SFR-1 prop. channel #3 (X2/3) or #4(X2/4) to the receiver channel.
Switch assignment
Every switch position can be assigned to a function (see page Fehler! Textmarke
nicht definiert.).
Depending on the function, a memory setting for the corresponding switch can be
activated.
Type
Select the type of your radio control system and your nautic switch module here.
Error correction
If problems occur in receiving the nautic signal, you can activate error correction, as
this may lead to a more reliable transmission of the nautic switch data. However,
activating error correction slows down the transmission slightly (approx. +200 ms).
Especially with some 2.4 GHz transmitters it is advisable to switch error correction
on, as under certain circumstances incorrect switch positions are occasionally
transmitted, and this could trigger undesired actions.
Manual settings
Opting for manual settings enables you to set values for the transmission protocol of
the nautic mode manually. These values should only be altered as instructed.
Normally it is not necessary to set the values manually.
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Configuration - EKMFA

If you want to use EMKFA mode, you have to activate it first.
The used functions for EKMFA mode (see page 33) can be configured here.
Of course, you don’t have to assign every position (2 x 15 positions).
Activation delay
Certain times can be set that determine how long the joystick or switch must be in the
positions A/D and B/C in order to activate the corresponding functions. Times
between 10 and 2500ms are possible.
However, the values set here are always valid for all proportional channels. It is not
possible to define delays for one channel separately.
The reset button will restore the standard values.
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Configuration - Outputs

The colored small boxes next to each output indicate the color of the flat ribbon cable
that is connected to each output at the SFR-1.
Output type
You can assign 16 switching-outputs to various output types/characteristics (see
page 35).
Intensity
The intensity can be set in 2%-steps for every output.
Option 1 and option 2
For some output types different values can be set. For more details, see the
description of outputs starting on page 35.
Labeling
For certain output types (static, flashing, pulse and flickering) own labels can be
given for the outputs. This makes it easier to "find" these outputs in the selection of
functions.
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Configuration – Outputs – Output options

If the function “Light flickering when starting“ is activated, all 16 outputs will flicker
while the starting noise (coldstart or warmstart) is played.
Brake lights:
If the selection „Brake light always on at stationary“ is activated, the brake light is
always turned on whenever the model is standing.
An adjustable afterglow of the brake light can also be activated.
If "Emergency brake while heavy braking" is activated the brake light flashes at a
frequency of 3Hz during heavy braking. The duration for the flashing is defined in
"Brake light remains on for: X seconds". If in addition the option “Hazard warning
lights automatically on after emergency brake light” the hazard lights turn
automatically on after heavy braking. The lights remain on, as long as they are
switched off manually or the vehicle starts moving.
The brake light threshold determines how strong the vehicle must be decelerated
before the brake light is activated. The higher the threshold, the stronger the
deceleration must be in order to activate the brake light.
The emergency brake light threshold determines how strong the vehicle must be
decelerated before the emergency brake light is activated. The higher the threshold,
the stronger the deceleration must be in order to activate the emergency brake light.
If the selection „Hazard light automatically on when reversing“ is activated, the two
indicator lights are on, once the model is reversing.
It can also be specified that indicators will turn off automatically after a certain
number of flashes.
Indicator lights:
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The indicator can also (e.g. like in a real car) be switched off with the steering
channel prop. #2. The lights flash until the steering channel returns to neutral
position.
The indicator light threshold determines how strong the vehicle must turn until the
indicator light is activated. The higher the threshold, the stronger the vehicle must
turn in order to activate the indicator light.
If the „American indicator mode“ is activated, the indicators always light when the
parking light is on.
The flashing rate for the indicators can be set, as well. The values for „on“ and „off“,
multiplied by 10ms, is the duration of the light and dark phases of the indicator.
Bending lights:
With the option "Bending light via steering on prop. channel #2" the bending lights are
automatically switched on while the vehicle is turning. The right bending light is
activated as long as the area "A" of prop. channel #2 is reached and is switched off, if
the area "A" is left. The left bending light is switched on, if the area "D" is reached
and is switched off again, when the area "D" is left.
The switching thresholds can be set below. Values between 5 and 100 are possible.
The option "Bending light via indicators" activates the bending light, as long as the
corresponding indicator is active. Both variants can be combined.
When driving backwards both bending lights can be activated automatically.
The bending lights can also be used as fog lights.
Daytime running light:
The daytime running light can be controlled with the light switch.
Optional, the light can only be activated when also the driving sound is on. The
reversing light can optionally also only be switched on when driving.
If the option "low beam with xenon HID turn-on effect" is activated, the typical xenon
effect (short flash followed by dimming up) appears when turning on the low beam
headlight.
The ship light functions can be configured to detect automatically the condition of "in
operation" or "at anchor" using the throttle channel #1. The condition "in operation" is
automatically switched off, if the throttle channel is in neutral for a defined time. After
the time has expired (1-255s), it will be switched for example from "in operation" to
"at anchor".
The smoke generator can be activated automatically with the engine sound 1 or
engine sound 2. If this option is not used, the smoke generator needs to be switched
on/off separately with the function “smoke generator on”.
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For the output type “smoke generator fan” a trailing between 0 and 255 seconds can
be set. This helps to keep the hose free of condensation.
Configuration – Outputs – Light switch

With the light switch various lights can be controlled with the function "light switch +"
and "light switch -".
The light switch has in total 11 steps, that can be individually programmed. The steps
are divided in 6 positive and 4 negative steps. The number of steps that should be
used, can be selected as well as the active lights in each step. An active output is
indicated with a "" in the table.
For "reversing light possible", "brake light possible" and "indicator light
possible" a „“ does not mean that the lights are always switched on. Only when
the corresponding movement is carried out, the lights are activated.
In the standard setting for step -1 to -4 (blackout lighting for military vehicles)
reversing, brake and indicator lights are for example completely switched off.
All other lights are actually switched on if there is a „“ at the step.
After turning on the sound module the light switch is automatically in step 0. With the
reset button all settings are reset to standard.
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Configuration – Outputs -Sequences

With the SFR-1 up to 16 outputs can be combined and activated in a defined
sequence (duration and intensity). This can be parallel or in a row. In total 8 output
sequences can be programmed, each with 36 steps.
The sequence is always executed with priority to other output functions. All other
outputs are deactivated as long as the output sequence is running.
On the right side the outputs that should be used for the sequence can be selected
and they appear automatically in the step-table.
Total steps
For each sequence, the number of steps can be set here. In each case, up to 36
steps are possible.
If you activate the sequence, the steps will start with step 1 and run sequentially.
19.04.2018
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In each step you can set for each output the desired intensity. For this purpose, click
with the mouse on the value that you want to change and select in the drop- down
box the new value (0% - 100%).
Likewise the duration for each step can be specified between 0,01s and 24,6s.
Loop start and loop end
Similar to the three-stage additional sounds, the complete sequence can be divided
into three sections:
1. Start sequence
2. Loop
3. Stop sequence
In the table, these three sections are stored colored in red and green for easy
identification.
First the start sequence (red) is shown when turning on the ouput sequence and then
the loop (green) as long as the sequence is still active. If the sequence is turned of,
still the stop sequence (red) will be shown at the end.
Loop start and loop end, can be set individually. If the three-stage option should not
be used, the loop start must be set to one and loop end to the number of set steps in
order to make the whole sequence run through.
Stop immediately
This option determines whether turning of the sequence will stop it immediately, or it
will last up until the end of the loop.
If you click with the right mouse button into the table, additional functions are offered:
Delete step
Deletes the step on which you clicked with the right mouse
button. All other steps are shifted one row upwards.
Insert step
Inserts a new step before the step, on which you clicked
with the right mouse button. All other steps are shifted one
row downwards.
Copy this output to
The complete sequence from an output can be copied with
other output
this command to another output.
Export sequence
Use this to save a complete sequence in a file (*.a_seq) on
your hard disk.
Import sequence
This opens a saved sequence (*.a_seq) again.
You can see two simple examples for output sequences on the picture on the
previous page.
Output sequence 1:
This sequence is a simple rotating light with three lamps/LEDs. In the first step only
output 1 is switched on. In the second step output 1 goes off again, and output 2 is
switched on. In the third step output 2 is switched off and output 3 is switched on.
After the third step, the sequence starts from the beginning and output 1 is switched
on again. In this way, the light almost “turns” in a “circle”.
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Output sequence 2:
This example shows a simple fluorescent lighting simulation. Here is only one output
used, however, the lamp switches not only on and off but it simulates the typical start
of a fluorescent lamp.
In step 1, the intensity is set to a small value (4%). This is supposed to represent the
preliminary annealing of the tube. In step 2 the lamp tries to ignite, so it becomes
shortly brighter (50%), but it does not make it yet and it becomes darker in step 3
again (4%). In step 4 is another ignition attempt (70%) which does not succeed.
Therefore, the intensity in step 5 is set back to 5%. Only in step 6 succeeds the
"tube" to ignite. The beginning and the end of the loop are now set exactly to this step
6. Thus, the sequence now plays only this step 6 (lamp on) as long as the sequence
is turned on. Only when the sequence is turned off, the steps 7 to 10 are reached
and the lamp goes off in several stages (80%  60%  40%  20%  0%).
These are just simple examples. Of course you can also expand such sequences
much further to achieve even incredible effect.
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Configuration – Servo outputs - Servos 1 + 2

Here you can configure the two servo outputs of the SFR-1 (see page 43).
If you want to use the servo outputs, you have to activate them here.
Home position
The servo goes always to the home position after turning on the SFR-1.
Positions #1 - #4
These positions can be approached by functions (for example the proportional inputs
#2 - #6, nautic/multiswitches or the EKMFA mode).
To move the positions, click with the mouse on the slider and move the pointer to the
desired position.
Speed
The speed, with which the servo is moved, can be adjusted in 20 steps. It should be
noted that each servo by itself has certain inertia. So even at maximum speed, a
certain amount of time is needed to reach the selected position.
Expanded servo way
The usual length for a standard servo pulse is 1.000 to 2.000ms. Sometimes it is
desirable to expand this area so that the travel is a bit inreased. If this option is
enabled, the servo positions can be set now between 0.700 - 2.300ms.
Caution!
Not all servos are suitable for this enhanced servo range and may get
damaged! Therefore, use this function only with special care.
Go automatically to home position if no other position is selected
If this option is activated, the servo will go automatically in home position if currently
no position #1 - #4 is selected.
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If this option is not activated, the servo will not go back to home position during
deactivation, but stays in the current position. This means, any position can be
allocated to the servo. For this, the speed should be set relatively slow.
Change only while standing
With this setting, a servo movement is only possible as long as the vehicle is not
moving. An accidentally sequence activation while driving can be prevented.
Sound at servo movement
If this option is activated, the additional sound for the servo will be played as long as
the servo is moving.
Sound when not in home position
With this function the additional sound will always be played, if the servo is not in
home position.
This version is very well suitable if you are using a speed controller with motor
instead of a servo. In home position (1,500ms) the motor is switched off and no
sound is played. For example, if position #1 is set to 1,800ms and you “select“ this
position, the motor will turn and you can play a corresponding sound.
Direct servo control
Both servo outputs can be controlled directly and stepless by one proportional
channels. The prop signal from the receiver is passed on 1:1 to the servo. It is also
possible to scale/limit the servoway between -100 % and +100 %. Negative values
invert the running direction of the servo.
This is helpful for example to control a steerable axle. However, controlling a servo
requires the complete proportional channel. No other function can be triggered with
this proportional channel.
Connection of a mini speed controller to a servo output
To control motor movements and sounds of trailer supports, crane arm movements
or tilt functions, a mini speed controller can be connected to a servo output.
The basic position indicates the state of the motor when the supply voltage is
switched on. If the motor (which never occurs in practice) should turn in the neutral
position, the slider must be moved to the left or right of 1.500 ms (motor off) in the
basic position.
The values in ms along the lines behind the positions #1 - #4 indicate the maximum
engine speed. At the value of 1,000 ms and 2,000 ms, the engine is running forward
or backward at full throttle. At 1.500 ms the motor is off. The positions #1 - #4 can be
used to set different maximum movement speeds and directions of rotation.
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For #1 and #2, e.g. a crane arm will turn slowly to the right and left and at positions
#3 and #4 quickly.
With "Speed" the acceleration (slow or fast) can be set from neutral (motor off) to the
positions #1 - #4 (maximum rotation speed).
The motor can be operated proportionally with the direct servo control by a
proportional channel.

If the field "Sound when not in home position" is
activated, the sound will be played as soon as the motor
runs. The motor sound must be set in the sound slots
under “Additional sounds“ and „Sound from Servo 1
left“, „Sound from servo 1 right“, etc.
Finally the motor movement (forward/backward) must be
started. This can be done via a proportional channel or a
nautic/multiswitch. If the servo outputs are activated,
they can be used in the function selection.

If the movement is activated/deactivated with a proportional channel, we
recommended to use the function under "In position (static)".
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Configuration – Servo outputs - Servos sequence 1 + 2

For both servo outputs you can program a time controlled flow sequences. A
sequence may consist of up to 10 steps.
For every step a servo position (1,000 - 2,000ms) must be assigned, that indicates
the starting position of the servo. Additional the time must be defined for the servo
movement from the current postion to the next step/position. Both values gives the
speed of the servo movement.
The duration of the last step determines the time, the servo needs to move to the
position of the first step.
The position of step 1 is the home position of the servo. Every sequence starts and
ends from this position.
Once/Loop
Here it can be configured whether the servo sequence is only run once after it has
been started (like a recoil of a tank during a cannon shot) or if the sequence
continues in a loop (like a windshield wiper), as long as the start of the sequence is
still present.
Expanded servo way
The normal pulse width for a standard servo is from 1.000 to 2.000 ms. Sometimes it
is desirable to increase this area, and thus the travel distance too. When enabled, the
servo positions can now be set between 0.700 - 2.300 ms.
Attention!
Not all servos are suitable for this enhanced servo range and may get
damaged! Therefore, use this function only with special care.
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Sound at servo movement
With this option the sound (additional sound) for the servo is always played as long
as the servo moves.
Sound when not in home position
With this option, the sound will be played when the servo is not in home position
(position of step 1).
If you click with the right mouse button in the table, the following additional functions
are provided:
Delete step
Deletes the step you have clicked on with the right mouse
button. All other steps are shifted up one row.
Insert step
Inserts a new step before the step on which you have
clicked with the right mouse button. All other steps are
shifted down one row.
Export sequence
With this, a complete sequence can be stored in a file
(*.s_seq) on a hard drive.
Import sequence
With this, previously exported sequences (*.s_seq) can be
read in again.
Example of previous page, servo 1 sequence: Recoil system of a tank
The servo 1 sequence shows an example of a simple recoil system of a tank. In step
1, the servo is placed in home position 1.000 ms (tank barrel ahead). Now, if the
cannon shot sound is triggered, the sequence for servo 1 can be activated on this
sound slot. After that, the servo moves very quickly (0.1s) to the position of Step 2:
2.000 ms (tank barrel at the back). The duration of step 2 is 0.5 s. Since the position
of step 3 is also 2.000 ms, the servo remains in this position for this time (tank barrel
remains shortly at the back). After the expiry of 0.5s, the sequence is now in step 3.
Since this is the last step the servo moves slowly in 0.8s back to the home position
1.000 ms (position 1, tank barrel ahead again).
Example of previous page, servo 2 sequence: Windshield wiper
The servo 2 sequence shows an example for a windshield wiper. In step 1, the servo
is placed in the home position, which is 1.000 ms (wiper down). If the sequence is
triggered by using the function "Servo 2 sequence", the servo moves in 1.0s to the
position of step 2, which means 2.000 ms (wiper at the top). Since this is the last
step, the servo will move back to the home position (position 1) in 1.0s, which means
back to 1.000 ms (wiper down).
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Configuration – Servo outputs – SM-IR-16-2 servos 1 + 2

Both servo outputs of the light module SM-IR-16-2 can be configured similar to the
servo outputs of the SFR-1.
For details about the settings please read page 72 onwards. The only difference is
that the SM-IR-16-2 has only 2 positions, #1 and #2. The positions #3 and #4 do not
exist here.
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Configuration – Function sequences

All functions of the SFR-1(see page 24) can be compiled to a timed sequence of up
to 36 functions/steps.
For each step a function can be selected and switched on or off. In Duration the time
can be defined until the next step is activated. The duration of one step can range
from 0.01 to 600 seconds.
It is possible to run the complete sequence or only certain steps as a loop. If the
option "Loop" is activated the Loop start and Loop stop can be defined. The loop is
played as long a the signal for the complete function sequence is activated.
A function sequence will always run completely to the end. All functions that are not
deactivated during the sequence remain switched on.
Only one function sequence can be played at the same time! While one function
sequence is active, no other can be started!
With the right mouse key following commands are available:
Delete step
Deletes the step. All other steps are shifted one row up.
The total step quantity is reduced by this step.
Insert step
Inserts one additional step before the step clicked on. All
other steps are shifted one row down.
Export sequence
The complete sequence can be saved in a file (*.s_seq) on
your hard disk.
Import sequence
Sequence files (*.s_seq) from your hard disk can be
imported.
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Project notes

In project notes you have space for remarks about your project and settings.
.
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Saving sounds and configurations on SD card
Please only use the SFR-1 Sound-Teacher to program the SD card and do not copy
any files to SD card “by hand“. Please do not delete any files on the SD card.
The sound module must be disconnected from the supply voltage before inserting or
pulling out the SD card!
1. Pull out the SD card from the slot of the SFR-1. The card should be handled
with care in order to prevent damage because the side with the golden
contacts is very sensitive to scratches.
2. Insert the SD card in the card reader, which is connected to the PC.
3. Now start the SFR-1 Sound-Teacher and choose the desired project, the new
sounds or setup the configuration.
4. Choose (if necessary) the drive letter of your SD card in the menue “SD card”.
If you have connected additional removable devices (such as SD cards or
USB sticks) to your computer, please pay attention to choose the right device.
5. The Button „Save project data onto SD card“ is used to write all sounds and
configurations onto SD card. This can take up to serveral minutes. The speed
depends on the amount of data.
6. Now you can remove the SD card from the card reader and insert it carefully
into the slot of the SFR-1. The golden contacts must face downwards.
Sounds and configurations can not be read and changed directly from the SD card!
Therefore save your Sound-Teacher projects after any change and create backups
on your computer regularly.
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Transferring configurations with data cable K-USB-2
If you often want to change sounds and configurations in the Sound-Teacher, it will
quickly become annoying inserting and pulling out the SD card between SFR-1 and
card reader. To avoid time consuming reconnecting, it is possible to transfer
complete projects with the data cable K-USB-2.
In the menue „Data cable“ and „Upload project data
via data cable“ or with the button „Transfer project
data“ all sounds and settings are transferred onto the
SD card.

Transferring sounds with the data cable K-USB-2 takes a few minutes! A sound with
a length of 10 seconds takes about 15 - 45 seconds (depending on the transmission
speed) until it is transferred. Very long songs and large, new projects are only
restrictively recommended to be transferred with the data cable.
Problems with the data cable
If problems occur, the tranfer speed can be reduced in the menue „Data cable“.
SFR-1 can not be found with data cable
If the SFR-1 port can not be found with the data cable, check the port in the device
manager. If there is a yellow warning sign a new hardware driver (Prolific) is required.
Windows:
With Windows 10 and later versions no additional hardware driver is required. For
older operating systems the hardware driver can be dowloaded on our website at the
product page data cable K-USB-2.
Linux:
In combination with Linux, the data cable can also be used with the software Wine.
No extra hardware driver is required, however a COM port must be set using
following comand in your terminal window:
sudo chmod 777 /dev/ttyACM0
sudo ln -s /dev/ttyACM0 ~/.wine/dosdevices/com5
Mac OS:
The data cable is compatible with Mac OS in combination with the software
WineBottler. No extra hardware driver is required, however a COM port must be set
using following comand in your terminal window:
sudo ln -s /dev/cu.usbmodem9f31 ~/"Wine Files"/dosdevices/com5
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Adjustments of driving sound with the driving sound diagram

With the driving sound diagram you can set:



The neutral position of your joy sticks.
The beginning and end thresholds including the corresponding sound for each
driving sound (FG1 – FG5).

Explanation of the Diagram
The diagram consists of two axes:
1. The horizontal axe (x - left to right) shows the driving speed of the model
(respectively the position of the throttle stick).
2. The vertical axe (y - from down to up) shows the play-back speed of the
driving sound. The range starts at 60% and goes up to 300 %. This percent
refers to the play-back speed of the driving sounds (100 %) saved in the
SFR-1 slots. A higher play-back speed (e.g. 150 %) equals a higher engine
speed.
Explanation of the different coloured lines and quadrates in the diagram
Green line
The green line indicates the neutral position of the throttle stick. Using the blue setup
button/function the neutral position of the throttle channel is set automatically. As
long as the thorottle channel is in the neutral position, the module idles and the SFR1 plays the idle noise.
Red lines
The red lines on the outside left and right represent the maximal driving speed
(backwards and forwards). The other red lines with small red quadrates at the bottom
indicate the driving speed at which the driving sound/gear should be changed.
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The thresholds can be adjusted with the red quadrates. As soon as the driving speed
reaches the speed at the red line, a change of the driving sound takes place.
Depending on the number speed steps/gears the same amount of red lines will
appear.
Blue lines
The blue lines show the play-back speed (60 % - 300 %) of the driving sound
correlating to the model speed. 100% represent the original play-back speed (the
same speed as the original sound in the slot). At 300% the sound is played three
times as fast as the original sound and the engine „sounds“ faster. At values smaller
than 100% the sound is played more slowly.
On the right and on the left of each blue line is a blue quadrate where you can set the
start and end play-back speed for each driving sound. At these quadrates you can
set the different speeds with the left mouse button.
If the cursor is on one of the coloured quadrates further explanations of the value and
the current value occurs below the diagram.
Approach of setting the driving sound
1. Adjustment of neutral position:
To set the neutral position of the throttle channel excecute the setup/ teching
process, see page 16.
2. Adjustment of speed steps/gears:
Set the required speed steps/gears for backwards and forwards in the SoundTeacher.
3. Adjustment of thresholds:
If more that one speed step/gear is used, additional red lines occur automatically in
the driving sound diagram to set the thresholds for each sound (FG1-FG5).
4. Adjustment of start and end speed of the play-back speed of driving sounds:
The play-back speed of driving sounds can be adjusted by shifting the blue quadrates
in the diagram. The sound can be adjusted to the driving speed of the model.
5. Control of driving sounds:
Check if all slots are occupied with the necessary driving sounds. For example if you
like to have three gears for your driving sound you need to use FG1 - FG3 for your
different sounds. Otherwise your sound module will get problems with finding the
different sounds.
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Sound simulation
The sound simulation can be started with a click on
“Sound simulation” in the menue “Help”.
You can play-back the driving sounds and the
additional sounds 1 to 30 of your current project at
your pc. This is an easy way to check your sounds
and configurations without copying all files to SD
card.
The driving sound can be switched on and off and
even the driving speed can be simulated by the slider.
To trigger an additional sound, just click on the
corresponding button. The additional sounds can also
be triggerd by the keyboard:
 Button F1 - F10  Additional sound 1 - 10
 Button 1 - 0  Additional sound 11 - 20

Testing functions with help of data cable K-USB-2

The function “Control SFR-1 functions with data cable” can be found under menu
“Data cable”. With the help of the data cable K-USB-2, all functions can be controlled
directly from the PC and not only via the remote control. This can be very helpful for
tests without transmitter.
As usual, the functions can be selected with drop boxes. It is possible to activate the
functions static or in memory at the SFR-1.
Warning: As long as the diagnosis window is open, the "normal" function triggering
(eg. prop. channels, nautic, switching inputs) are deactivated!
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Diagnosis
A diagnosis function is integrated in the SFR-1 to control different functions, values
and features.
There are two different types
of diagnosis:
1. Diagnosis with
datacable (live)
2. Diagnosis with SD card
(recorded)
The diagnosis window is
divided into different areas:
proportional channels,
outputs, servo outputs, motor,
nautic mode and others.
Proportional channels
The first slot shows the
received values of the 6 / 16
(with sum signals)
proportional inputs/channels
from the transmitter. The
values range between 1,000
and 2,000 ms.
In neutral position the values
of the next (middle) slot
should be arround 0.
In addition, a letter is displayed. This letter indicates in which of the 5 areas (A, B, N,
C and D) the channel is located. This is very helpful for troubleshooting if some
sounds or functions can not be switched correctly via the proportional channel.
A slight fluctuation of the values is quite normal and does not indicate a problem!
Servo outputs
These values show the position of the servo. They range between 1,000 and 2,000
ms. The neutral position is 1,500.
Motor
Some values of the motor output stage are shown here. They are intended primarily
for internal audit purposes
With activated speed controller function the box is green.
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Nautic mode
If the nautic mode is active, you can see the received nautic signals here by pressing
on „read“. This is only necessary in a few cases, e.g. if you want to analyze a new
switching module, or if errors occur at the transmitter side in nautic mode.
Outputs
If one of the 16 outputs are switched on, it will be indicated with a green circle.
To check all 16 outputs one by one you can activate the box „Test“. This is helpful to
control your wiring without using the transmitter. This diagnosis function works only
with live diagnosis and a data cable.
Miscellaneous
The values shown here are intended primarily for internal audit purposes.
Live-diagnosis with datacable
The additional datacable K-USB-2 is needed for live-diagnosis. It is connected to
X11. The brown cable points to the SD-card.
A live-diagnosis using the data cable is generally only useful when the SFR-1 in the
model is completely installed; wired and all necessary equipment is switched on (e.g.
transmitter and receiver).
Approach for diagnosis using the datacable:
1. Switch on transmitter and receiver.
2. Connect SFR-1 to supply voltage.
3. Connect datacable to X11 and to your computer.
4. Start SFR-1 Sound-Teacher.
5. Go to "Data cable" and click on "Diagnosis via datacable".
6. The diagnosis window opens.
Record diagnosis with SD card
You can also record diagnosis data from the SFR-1 to the SD card. This data can be
displayed with the Sound-Teacher on the computer.
Consider following points:
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The must be enabled first in the Sound-Teacher.
Since the recording of diagnosis data stresses the processor, it might come to
interrupts in the sound playback. So this function should only be used for
troubleshooting and afterwards switched off.
A maximum of 10 minutes can be recorded (1 separate record every 10 ms).
Each time the supply voltage is switched on, the old diagnosis data is deleted
and the recording starts again.
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Approach for diagnosis using the SD card:
1. Activate “Record diagnosis data on SD card” in the Sound-Teacher
„Configuration“  „General“. Save and transfer the projectdata onto SD card.
2. Insert SD card in the SFR-1.
3. Switch on transmitter and receiver.
4. Connect SFR-1 to supply voltage.
5. Now a maximum of 10 minutes can be recorded to SD card (red LED flickers
slightly).
6. Activate and deactivate different functions. Dokument the function and time.
7. Disconnect SFR-1 from power supply.
8. Remove SD card.
9. Start the Sound-Teacher.
10. Insert SD card to the cardreader of your computer.
11. Go to "Data cable" and click on "Diagnosis via SD card".
12. The diagnosis window opens.
13. With the slider at the bottom, the diagnosis data can be displayed at any time
of the recording.
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Firmware update
The sound-Teacher writes the firmware file automatically while saving the project
data onto SD card.
A firmware update of the SFR-1 is always performed automatically when the SoundTeacher version is different from the current version of the SFR-1 firmware. The
firmware update will be started after the supply voltage is switched on and it takes 10
seconds. The red and blue LEDs flashes during this period a few times alternating.
Never disconnect the sound module from power supply while updating!
A new firmware is mostly included if you are using a new version of the SoundTeacher. If you are using a new version of the Sound-Teacher, take care that on the
first turning on of your sound module, the firmware might be updated. Therefore the
voltage should not be turned off for at least 10 seconds!
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This part of the manual has not yet been translated into English…

Neue Sounds am PC aufnehmen
Auf der mitgelieferten DVD-ROM befinden sich einige Beispielsounds, mit denen Sie
erste Versuche mit dem Soundfahrtregler tätigen können. Irgendwann wollen Sie
sicher auch eigene Sounds auf Ihren Soundfahrtregler spielen.
Das Internet bietet z.B. eine nahezu unendliche Anzahl von Sounddaten, welche Sie
meist kostenlos herunterladen und anschließend auf Ihren Soundfahrtregler
übertragen können.
Geben Sie einfach den gewünschten Sound in Verbindung mit dem Begriff
„download“ in eine Suchmaschine (http://www.google.de) ein.
Die Internetseite http://www.youtube.com bietet eine große Datenbank an Videos, die
oftmals verwertbares Soundmaterial beinhalten. Es wird allerdings ein weiteres
Programm benötigt, um die Sounds aus den Videos auf dem PC speichern zu
können. Auf der mitgelieferten DVD-ROM befindet sich dazu das Programm „Free
YouTube to MP3 Converter“.
Zum Installieren der Software, starten Sie den „USM-Installer“, klicken auf „Free
Youtube to MP3 Converter installieren“ und folgen den Anweisungen auf dem
Bildschirm.
Wenn Probleme beim Herunterladen der Sounds auftreten, muss möglicherweise die
Software aktualisiert werden oder das Herunterladen wird vom Urheber nicht
geduldet.
In folgendem Beispiel wird erklärt, wie Sie mit dem Programm „Free YouTube to
MP3 Converter“ einen Sound herunterladen.
1. Gehen Sie auf die Internetseite http://www.youtube.com
2. Geben Sie in der Suche einen passenden Suchbegriff ein.
3. Wenn Sie ein passendes Video gefunden haben, dann kopieren Sie die
aktuelle Internetadresse Ihres Browsers in die Zwischenablage (Strg+C).
4. Starten Sie nun das Programm „Free YouTube to MP3 Converter“ und
klicken Sie auf „Einfügen“.
5. Wenn das Einfügen erfolgreich war, kann unter „Optionen“ im Menü
„Ausgabe“ das Zielverzeichnis eingestellt werden, in dem der Sound
gespeichert werden soll.
6. Mit einem klick auf „Herunterladen“ wird die Datei in das Zielverzeichnis
gespeichert.
7. Warten Sie bis die Datei fertig heruntergeladen ist.
Bitte beachten Sie, dass wir nicht der Entwickler des Programms „Free YouTube to
MP3 Converter““ sind, keinerlei Rechte daran besitzen und auch keinen weiteren
Support für dieses Produkt anbieten können.
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Eine weitere Möglichkeit ist das Aufnehmen von eigenen Sounds. Als Quelle können
beispielsweise ein Kassettenrekorder, ein MP3-Player, eine CD/DVD, Videokamera
oder ein Mikrofon dienen.
Auf der mitgelieferten DVD befindet sich eine Vollversion der Software „Audacity“.
Zum Installieren der Software, starten Sie den „USM-Installer“, klicken auf „Audacity
installieren“ und folgen den Anweisungen auf dem Bildschirm.
Es handelt sich hierbei um Freeware, die Sie uneingeschränkt nutzen können. Mit
dem Programm sind ebenfalls umfangreiche Soundbearbeitungen möglich. Weitere
Informationen zu dieser Software finden Sie auf der Herstellerseite:
http://audacity.sourceforge.net/?lang=de
Bitte beachten Sie, dass wir nicht der Entwickler der Software „Audacity“ sind,
keinerlei Rechte daran besitzen und auch keinen weiteren Support für dieses Produkt
anbieten können.
In folgendem Beispiel wird erklärt, wie Sie mit der Software „Audacity“ Sounds
aufnehmen können.
1. Starten Sie das Programm „Audacity“
2. Wählen Sie ein Aufnahmegerät aus (Rechts neben dem Mikro
in der
Werkzeugleiste „Aufnahmegeräte“).
3. Rechts oben im Bild neben dem Mikro, befindet sich der Lautstärkeregler für
die Aufnahme.
Stellen Sie hier die Lautstärke so ein, dass die Aufnahme optimal
ausgesteuert ist. Erfahrungsgemäß befindet sich dann der Schieberegler
meist im oberen Drittel. Die Aussteuerungsanzeige sollte bei der Aufnahme
nicht den Maximalwert erreichen. Der höchste Wert wird als blauer Strich
angezeigt.
4. Bedienelemente:

Durch einen Klick auf die Aufnahmeschaltfläche (roter Punkt) wird die
Aufnahme gestartet. Eine funktionierende Aufnahme erkennt man daran, dass
die Aussteuerungsanzeige sich bewegt und eine blaue Kurve aufgezeichnet
wird.
Für eine nicht funktionierende Aufnahme kann es mehrere Gründe geben.
a. Manchmal hat Audacity Probleme, in Mono aufzuzeichen. Wählen Sie
deshalb als Input Channels „2 (Stereo) Channels“ aus.
b. Überprüfen Sie, ob das Aufnahmegerät vorhanden und aktiviert ist.
Unter Windows XP klicken Sie mit der Maus doppelt auf das
Lautsprechersymbol rechts unten in der Taskleiste. Dadurch öffnet sich
die „Wiedergabesteuerung“. Klicken Sie dort im Menü „Optionen“ auf
„Eigenschaften“.
Wählen Sie nun „Aufnahme“ aus und aktivieren Sie das zu
verwendende Gerät.
Unter Windows Vista / 7 müssen Sie mit der rechten Maustaste auf das
Lautsprechersymbol klicken und „Aufnahmegeräte“ auswählen.
Anschließend klicken Sie mit rechts in das weiße Fenster und setzen
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einen Haken bei „Deaktivierte Geräte anzeigen“. Wird das verwendete
Aufnahmegerät nicht angezeigt, kann eventuell ein neuer Treiber der
Soundkarte Abhilfe schaffen. Stellen Sie nun wie unter Punkt 2 das
Aufnahmegerät ein.
c. Wenn Sie einen Sound aufnehmen möchten, der gerade auf Ihrem PC
abgespielt wird (z.B. aus dem Internet) müssen Sie als Aufnahmegerät
„Stereo Mix“, „Aufnahmesumme“ oder „Wave“ auswählen. Diese
Bezeichnung variiert je nach Hersteller der Soundkarte.
5. Kontrollieren Sie nun, ob die Lautstärkeeinstellung, die Sie unter Punkt 3.
vorgenommen haben, korrekt war. Korrigieren Sie gegebenenfalls die
Lautstärkeeinstellung, wie oben beschrieben.
6. Durch einen Klick auf die Stoppschaltfläche (braunes Quadrat) wird die
Aufnahme wieder gestoppt.
7. Die Kurvenform des aufgenommen Sounds ist blau dargestellt. Anhören
können Sie sich den aufgenommen Sound durch einen Klick auf die
Wiedergabeschaltfläche (grünes Dreieck).
Der Sound kann nun noch durch die umfangreichen Funktionen der Software
bearbeitet werden. Zusätzlich muss der Sound auch noch in das passende
Format konvertiert werden. Die Konvertierung und Bearbeitung der Sounds
wird auf den folgenden Seiten erklärt.
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Sounddateien konvertieren
Liegen die Sounddateien nicht im erforderlichen Format vor, müssen sie konvertiert
werden, bevor sie vom Soundfahrtregler gelesen werden können.
Dazu kann jedes beliebige Soundbearbeitungsprogramm verwendet werden,
welches die erforderlichen Funktionen bietet.
Anhand des Programms „Audacity“ wird nun kurz erklärt, wie eine Konvertierung
einer vorhandenen Sounddatei erfolgt:
1. Starten Sie das Programm „Audacity“
2. Öffnen Sie die zu konvertierende Sounddatei.
3. Falls nun 2 Tonspuren zu sehen sind, handelt es sich um eine Stereospur.
Diese Stereospur muss in Mono umgewandelt werden.
Klicken Sie dazu im Menü „Spuren“ auf „Stereospur in Mono umwandeln“.
4. Stellen Sie ganz unten links die „ProjektFrequenz (hz)“ein. Wählen Sie dort 44100
aus.

5. Speichern Sie nun die Datei unter einem neuen Namen ab:
 Klicken Sie dazu im Menü
„Datei“ auf
„Exportieren…“.
 Geben Sie an in welchem
Ordner und unter welchem
Namen die Datei
gespeichert werden soll.
 Unter „Dateityp“ wählen
Sie „WAV (Microsoft) 16bit PCM“ aus.
 Bestätigen Sie nun Ihre
Auswahl mit „OK“ und
speichern Sie die Datei ab.
6. In dem Fenster „Metadaten bearbeiten“ bitte nichts in die Felder eintragen,
bzw. vorhandene Werte löschen. Ansonsten können die WAV-Dateien nicht
über die Sound-Simulation im Sound-Teacher abgespielt werden!
7. Nun kann die neu erstellte Datei mit Audacity weiter bearbeitet, oder direkt mit
unserer Software „SFR-1 Sound-Teacher“ geladen werden.
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Sounds am PC bearbeiten
Sound „verstärken“
Damit der Sound vom Soundfahrtregler auch laut genug abgespielt wird, muss der
Sound auch dementsprechend ausgesteuert werden. In der Praxis hat sich gezeigt,
dass ein gewisses Übersteuern die Soundqualität nicht gleich sehr verschlechtert,
aber dafür die Lautstärke natürlich anhebt.
Schlecht ausgesteuerter Sound:

Gut ausgesteuerter Sound:

Auch der rechte Sound könnte noch weiter verstärkt werden, ohne die Tonqualität
stark zu beeinflussen, da nur wenige Spitzen-Samples verloren gehen würden.
Um einen Sound mit Audacity zu verstärken gehen Sie wie folgt vor:
1. Wenn der Sound über seine gesamte Länge nicht gut ausgesteuert ist, sollte
er zunächst „normalisiert“ werden. Wählen Sie im Menü „Effekt“ den Punkt
„Normalisieren…“ aus und bestätigen Sie die Auswahl mit „OK“.
2. Wählen Sie im Menü „Effekt“ den Punkt „Verstärken…“ aus.
3. Aktivieren Sie das Feld „Übersteuerung erlauben“.
4. Die Verstärkung muss in „dB“ angegeben werden.
5. Die Einheit dB ist allerdings nicht linear. 3 dB entsprechen etwa einer
Verstärkung um 40 % und 6 dB um 100 %.
6. Bestätigen Sie Ihre Auswahl mit „OK“.
7. Über die Tastenkombination „Strg+Z“ können Veränderungen auch leicht
wieder rückgängig gemacht werden.
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Sound „zurechtschneiden“
Zum Erstellen von brauchbaren Geräuschen, ist es oft notwendig einzelne Teile aus
der Tonspur auszuschneiden, oder zu entfernen. Dazu benötigt man:
1. Das Auswahlwerkzeug zum Markieren
2. Das Zoomwerkzeug zum Vergrößern
Vorgehensweise:
1. Suchen Sie sich aus der Tonspur, mit Hilfe des Zoomwerkzeugs einen Teil
aus, den Sie verwenden möchten (Linksklick hineinzoomen, Rechtsklick
herauszoomen)
2. Mit dem Scrollbalken am unteren Bildschirmrand können Sie sich durch die
Tonspur bewegen.
3. Wählen Sie das Auswahlwerkzeug an und markieren Sie mit der linken
Maustaste den Bereich, den Sie verwenden wollen.

4. Nutzen Sie die Wiedergabeschaltfläche um die Auswahl zu überprüfen.
5. Korrekturen sind mit dem Auswahlwerkzeug möglich. Nutzen Sie dafür die
weiße Hand, die am Rand des markieren Bereichs erscheint, sobald Sie die
Maus dorthin bewegen.
6. Wählen Sie im Menü „Bearbeiten“ den Punkt „Trimmen“ aus um alle nicht
markierten Teile des Sounds zu löschen.
7. Um den verbleibenden Ausschnitt links anzuordnen, gehen Sie im Menü
„Spuren“ auf „Spuren ausrichten“ und wählen Sie „An Null ausrichten“ aus.
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8. Wenn etwas gelöscht werden soll, nutzen Sie das Auswahlwerkzeug um den
Teil zu markieren, der nicht mehr benötigt wird und klicken Sie im Menü
„Bearbeiten“ auf „Löschen“.
Einfaches Fahrgeräusch erstellen
Ein „ganz einfaches“ Fahrgeräusch besteht aus einem Anlassgeräusch, der Schleife
des Stand-/Fahrgeräusches und einem Abstellgeräusch. Die Schleife wird also dann
für das Stand- und das Fahrgeräusch verwendet.
Zunächst benötigt man eine verwertbare Aufnahme, die sowohl ein Anlassen, eine
gleichmäßige Schleife für das Standgeräusch, sowie ein Abstellen enthält. Das
nachfolgende Beispiel soll demonstrieren, wie man aus einer Aufnahme ein
brauchbares Fahrgeräusch erstellt.
1. Öffnen Sie die Aufnahme und führen falls nötig eine „Verstärkung“ durch.
2. Konvertieren Sie den Sound wie auf Seite 92 beschrieben in ein geeignetes
Format und speichern Sie sich diesen „Ursprungssound“ nun ab.
3. Schließen Sie den Ursprungssound und öffnen Ihn gleich wieder. Damit
werden die Einstellungen (z.B. die Samplerate) des Ursprungssounds, für das
Projekt übernommen.
4. Hören Sie sich den Sound genau an und suchen Sie ein passendes
Anlassgeräusch. Bedenken Sie dabei, dass das Anlassgeräusch später
möglichst ohne Übergang in die Schleife des Standgeräusches übergehen
sollte. Es ist auch empfehlenswert, sich den Endzeitpunkt der Markierung zu
notieren. Von hier aus soll dann später die
Schleife für das Standgeräusch beginnen.
Unter dem Scrollbalken der Tonspur, sehen
Sie 3 Fenster die Ihnen dabei behilflich sind.
Diese Fenster zeigen ihnen, zu welcher Zeit
die momentane Auswahl anfängt, wo diese
endet, oder wie lang sie ist. Wählen Sie hier
zunächst „Ende“ aus, klicken dann mit der
rechten Maustaste auf das mittlere Fenster
und stellen dort das Format wie im
nebenstehenden Bild ein.
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5. Im linken Fenster können Sie nun den Anfang der Markierung ablesen und im
rechten Fenster das Ende. Notieren Sie sich das Ende.
6. Schneiden Sie sich dann ein passendes Anlassgeräusch aus.
7. Um das Anlassgeräusch zu verbessern, kann am Anfang ein „Einblenden“
erzeugt werden. Dazu markieren Sie beispielsweise die ersten 0,2 Sekunden
der Tonspur und wählen im Menü „Effekt“ den Punkt „Einblenden“ aus.

8. Beobachten Sie, wie sich der
Signalverlauf verändert hat:

9. Exportieren Sie das fertige Anlassgeräusch und speichern Sie es im richtigen
Format unter einem neuen Namen ab (z.B. „anlassgeräusch.wav“).
10. Öffnen Sie dann wieder den Ursprungssound und wählen dort eine passende
Schleife für das Standgeräusch aus. Die Schleife sollte von dem
Endzeitpunkt des Anlassgeräusches anfangen. Unter „Anfang der Auswahl“
sollte also der Endzeitpunkt des Anlassgeräusches stehen.

11. Erfahrungsgemäß sollte die Länge einer Schleife zwischen 2 und 6 Sekunden
betragen.
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12. Sie können sich die markierte Schleife als Endlosschleife anhören, indem Sie
die Shift/Umschalttaste gedrückt halten und die grüne Wiedergabetaste
drücken.
13. Die Schleife sollte ohne „Knacken“ und hörbare Unterschiede ineinander
übergehen. Ist das nicht der Fall, so gibt es verschiedene „Tricks“ um die
Schleife zu verbessern:
a. Speichern Sie die Schleife zunächst in einer neuen Datei ab (z.B.
„standgeräusch.wav“).
b. Markieren Sie die ganze Schleife mit dem Auswahlwerkzeug und
wählen Sie im Menü „Bearbeiten“ den Punkt „Kopieren“.
c. Klicken Sie dann rechts neben die Tonspur in den freien Bereich und
wählen dann im Menü „Bearbeiten“ den Punkt „Einfügen“.

d. Wählen Sie nun unter „Effekt“ den Punkt „Rückwärts“ aus.
e. Als nächstes invertieren Sie die eingefügte Spur über „Effekt“ und
„Invertieren“.
f. Die eingefügte Spur muss jetzt mit der vorhandenen zusammengefügt
werden.
g. Verwenden Sie dazu das Verschiebewerkzeug
und schieben Sie
die rechte Spur an die Linke. Mit einem Klick auf die schwarze Linie
zwischen den Spuren, werden diese zusammengeführt.
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h. Hören Sie sich die Schleife erneut an.
i. Nutzen Sie das Zoomwerkzeug um „knackende Stellen“ zu finden und
versuchen Sie mit Hilfe des Zeichenwerkzeugs
diese zu
verbessern.
j. Solche Stellen können durch ruckartige Übergänge in der Tonspur
entstehen, oder wenn der Endpunkt und der Anfangspunkt einer
Schleife weit auseinander liegen
k. Typische Knackser sehen zum Beispiel so aus (Bild rechts stark
eingezoomt):

l. Zoomen Sie soweit in die Tonspur, bis Sie die einzelnen Samples
(Punkte auf der Linie im rechten Bild) sehen können.
m. Jetzt können Sie mit dem Zeichenwerkzeug die Punkte in Richtung
Nulllinie ziehen.
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n. Schauen Sie sich auch den Anfang und das Ende der Schleife an und
versuchen Sie mit dem Zeichenwerkzeug den Übergang zu verbessern.
Bei dem linken Bild befindet sich das letzte Sample der Schleife im
oberen Bereich. Wenn die Schleife jetzt wieder von vorne startet, folgt
direkt ein Sample im unteren Bereich. Solche Sprünge sollte man
vermeiden und die Schleife wie im rechten Bild gestalten.

13. Wenn Sie nun Ihre Schleife und Ihr Anlassgeräusch fertig haben, ist es an der
Zeit diese hintereinander abzuspielen und sich den Übergang anzuhören.
14. Öffnen Sie dazu Ihr Anlassgeräusch und importieren Sie Ihre Schleife indem
Sie im Menü „Datei“ auf „Import“ gehen und dort auf „Audio…“ klicken.
Wählen Sie jetzt Ihre Schleife aus und klicken Sie auf „Öffnen“.
15. Nun Sind beide Tonspuren zu sehen.

16. Zoomen Sie etwas raus und nutzen Sie das Verschiebewerkzeug um die
Spuren hintereinander zu bringen. Die gelbe Linie signalisiert ihnen, dass die
Signale genau aneinander hängen.
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“ haben Sie eine bessere
17. Mit einem Klick auf „Projekt einpassen
Übersicht.
18. Klicken Sie mit dem Auswahlwerkzeug an den Anfang des ersten Geräuschs
und verwenden Sie die Wiedergabetaste um sich den Sound anzuhören.
19. Sie können auch die Schleife noch ein zweites Mal einfügen (mit „Datei“ und
„Import“) und hinter die erste anhängen um sich den Übergang anzuhören.
20. Wenn der Übergang von Anlassgeräusch auf die Schleife schlecht ist, gibt es
auch hier Möglichkeiten dies zu verbessern:
a. Schauen Sie sich das Ende des Anlassgeräuschs und den Anfang der
Schleife an. Überprüfen Sie, ob die Signale ohne „Sprünge“ ineinander
übergehen und verbessern Sie dies gegebenenfalls (siehe Seite 98).
b. Öffnen Sie die Schleife, markieren die ersten 0,2 Sekunden und klicken
auf „Effekt“ und „Einblenden“. Denken Sie daran, dass ihnen dabei die
unteren 3 Fenster behilflich sein können.
c. Lassen Sie den gewählten Zeitraum markiert und klicken Sie im Menü
„Bearbeiten“ auf „Kopieren“.
d. Schließen Sie dann die Schleife ohne zu speichern!
e. Öffnen Sie das Anlassgeräusch und gehen Sie im Menü „Spuren“ auf
„neue Spur erzeugen“ und wählen dort „Monospur“ aus.
f. Klicken Sie mit dem Auswahlwerkzeug in die neue Spur und gehen Sie
unter „Bearbeiten“ auf „Einfügen“.
g. Jetzt können Sie mit dem Verschiebewerkzeug den eingefügten Teil
unter die letzten 0,2 Sekunden des Anlassgeräusches schieben.
h. Mit dem Markierungswerkzeug können Sie nun im Anlassgeräusch
genau den gleichen Zeitraum markieren.
i. Im markierten Bereich des Anlassgeräuschs verwendet man nun den
Effekt „Ausblenden“.
j. Jetzt importieren wir noch die Standgeräusch-Schleife, schieben diese
an die richtige Stelle und hören uns die Überlagerung an.
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k. Falls nun wieder ein leichtes „Knacksen“ auftritt, beseitigt man dies am
Besten erst nach dem Zusammenfügen der Tonspuren.
l. Um Ihr neues Anlassgeräusch zusammenzuführen, entfernen Sie
zunächst die Schleife und klicken Sie zweimal im Menü „Spuren“ auf
„Spuren zusammenführen“ (so dass nur noch eine Spur zu sehen ist).
m. Vergessen Sie nicht, das neue Anlassgeräusch über „exportieren“
abzuspeichern.
n. Wenn Sie mit dem Ergebnis nicht zufrieden sind, können Sie auch
einen anderen Teil der Schleife überlagern, oder Sie versuchen die
Frequenz von Schleife und Anlassgeräusch etwas anzupassen. Dazu
können Sie unter „Effekt“ den Punkt „Tempo ändern…“ ausprobieren.
21. Jetzt fehlt Ihnen noch ein passendes Abstellgeräusch. Gehen Sie dazu zu
dem Ursprungssound zurück und suchen Sie sich eine Stelle aus, von der Ihr
Abstellgeräusch anfangen soll. Achten Sie bei Ihrer Auswahl darauf, dass sich
der Anfang des Abstellgeräusches möglichst der Schleife des
Standgeräusches ähnelt.
22. Schneiden Sie sich Ihre Auswahl aus und speichern Sie sie unter einem
passenden Namen ab (z.B. „abstellgeräusch.wav“).
23. Offnen Sie jetzt Ihr Standgeräusch und importieren Sie das Abstellgeräusch.
24. Schieben Sie das Abstellgeräusch hinter das Standgeräusch.
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25. Erzeugen Sie zunächst ein „Ausblenden“ am Ende des Abstellgeräusches.
Die zu wählende Länge ist abhängig vom Sound. Im Beispiel wären etwa 0,5s
optimal.
26. Hören Sie sich dann den Übergang vom Standgeräusch zu Abstellgeräusch
an.
27. Ist der Übergang schlecht, gibt es wieder Möglichkeiten diesen zu verbessern:
a. Erzeugen Sie ein „Ausblenden“ am Ende des Standgeräusches von
zum Beispiel 0,2 Sekunden, kopieren Sie diesen Teil und machen Sie
das „Ausblenden“ rückgängig.
b. Fügen Sie die Kopie in eine neue Monospur ein.
c. Erzeugen Sie nun ein „Einblenden“ am Anfang des Abstellgeräusches,
dass die gleiche Dauer besitzt wie das vorher erstellte „Ausblenden“.
d. Kopieren Sie jetzt ebenfalls den eingeblendeten Teil und machen dann
die Änderung rückgängig.
e. Fügen Sie die Kopie in eine neue Monospur ein und ordnen Sie die
Spuren an wie im Bild.
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f. Hören Sie sich nun das Geräusch an
g. Wenn Sie zufrieden sind, können Sie nun Ihr fertiges Abstellgeräusch
zusammenfügen. Dazu entfernen Sie zunächst das Standgeräusch.
h. Klicken Sie dann zweimal im Menü „Spuren“ auf „Spuren
zusammenführen“
i. Falls Sie die Anordnung wie im letzten Bild beibehalten haben, müssen
Sie jetzt nur noch den stummen Teil am Anfang der neuen Tonspur
löschen und fertig ist Ihr Abstellgeräusch.

28. Hören Sie sich Ihr Werk an, indem Sie das Anlassgeräusch, das
Standgeräusch und das Abstellen hintereinander abspielen.
29. Wenn Sie das Standgeräusch zweimal importieren, können Sie sich auch noch
den Schleifenübergang anhören.

Wenn Sie nicht zufrieden sind, dann geben Sie nicht gleich auf und versuchen Sie
die Problemstellen zu verbessern. Zu einer guten Soundbearbeitung braucht es viel
Geduld und Erfahrung. Mit der Zeit werden Sie auch merken, dass sich manche
Sounds schwerer bearbeiten lassen als andere.
Analog zu dieser Beschreibung können Sie jetzt auch versuchen umfangreichere
Sounds zu bearbeiten. So was könnte wie folgt aussehen:
Anlassgeräusch  Standgeräusch (Schleife)  Anfahrgeräusch (Übergang von der
Standgeräuschschleife zum Fahrgeräusch)  Fahrgeräusch (Schleife) 
Anhaltegeräusch (Übergang von der Fahrgeräuschschleife zum Standgeräusch) 
Abstellgeräusch.
Diese Beschreibung kann auch für Zusatzsounds verwendet werden. Zum Beispiel
können Sie ein MG-Geräusch bestehend aus einem Startgeräusch, einer Schleife
und einem Stoppgeräusch erzeugen.
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Damit ist die Einführung in die Soundbearbeitung mit „Audacity“ beendet.
Natürlich bietet das Programm noch mehr Möglichkeiten als die hier erklärten.
Wenn Sie sich dafür interessieren, dann schauen Sie bitte in die Hilfe des
Programms.
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